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Summary 

The revisions to our intervenor compensation program we adopt today, and the 

Legislative amendments we invite parties to propose, are intended to ultimately 

broaden participation by customers in our proc~dings, and to improve the 

eflectiveness of that participation. \Ve adopt revisions and invite legislative proposals 

after considering the comn\ents of the parties. 

We begin by discussing the changing regulatory and decision making 

environntent that prompts this comprehensive review of our program. Next, We adopt 

principles that We then use as a guide for the changes to the program of(ered by the 

parties, and state that we will apply these principles as we consider futute requests for . 

compensation. \Ve then address the specific recommendations parties offer to change 

the accountability and control mechanisms, modify funding mechanisms, and improve 

the program through administrative streant1ining. 

With respect to accountability and control mechanisms, we conclude that 

intervenors must s'tate how they meet the statutory definition of customer; piovide a 

copy of the ,articles or bylaws authorizing representation of residential ratepayers when 

appearing as a group or organization and we proVide a model nottdisdosure agreement 

that would govern the disclosure of an individual intervenor's financial information. In. 

the area of funding, we determine to mOre broadly assess the costs of intervenor awards 

an\ong the utilities partidpating in quasi-legislative proc~ings and propose for 

comment an approach (or assessing payment responsibility On utilities participating 

through associations. We establish an optional track an intervenor nlay elect for 

compensated intervention which, if authorized by statute, would provide periodic 

payments (or participation on Comn'lission-ldentified issues if the intervenor commits 

to a budget. \Ye identify the various eUorts now undenvay to make the program more 

"user friendly" in our discussion of administrative streamlining, and direct the Public 

Advisor to further evaluate a volunteer ombudsperson program. 

We invite legislative proposals that wiJ) broaden the substantial contributlon 

standard, allow local public education institutions to qualify as lI(ustomers," and 

provide support for the optional track as a means (or awarding periodic payments. 
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\Vc do not adopt the proposal to "sunsetU the program, concluding instead that 

when customers no longer makc a substantial contribution to our decision making, the 

program, by its own govcrning statutes, wilJ no longer provide customers 

compensation. lVe also do not adopt thc "good faith" standard of substanti:tl 

contribution for to do so would so reduce the accountability and control value of the 

standard that it becomes meaningless. 

Finally, we identify the process for pursuing the legislative changes we regard 

appropriate. 

Background 

\Ve initiated this rulemaking and investigation by inviting comment on our 

intervenor compensation program. lVe stated that we would consider changing the 

rules, regutations, arid policies which govern the program. lVe acknowledged that some 

changes to the program would need to be consideted by the Legislature since for the 

change to take effect would requite changes in the governing statutes, Public Utilities 

(PU) Code §§ 1801-1812" We included as an attachment to our rutcmaking and 

investigation a study of the compensation program prepared by Ms. Margaret Alkon 

(the Alkon Report), which included recomrl\endatlons (or program change. 

On March 6, 1997, assigned Commissioner J~te J. Knight, Jr., preliminarily 

determined that these pr<xccdings should be included in our sample of proceedings to 

which we are applying our experin\ental rulcs (or in\plcn'lcnting the reforms embodied 

in Senate Bill 960 (Leonard, (h.96-08S6V Comments on the substance of the rulemaking 

and the preliminary detern\ination were received March 31,1997, a prehearing 

conference was held April 18, and reply comments v .. 'ere filed May 7.' On July ~, 1997, 

, Future section references arc to the PubJic Utilities Code untess otherwise stated. 

I The experimental rules may be found in Resolution ALJ·170, adopted January 13, 1997, and 
have ~n posted on the Commlsslon's webpage {cpuC'.c".gov}. 

J Comments wcrelilcd by \ViIliam P. Adams (Adams), Kenneth Boltes, Jr./ (Bates), Calirorrua 
Alliance (or Utility Sa(etyat\d Education (CAUSE), California Association of Competitive 

fooll/ote (cutiuutli (III lUX' J'agt 
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Commissioner Knight issued a ruling which affirmed the preliminary determination 

and established the timetable and issues to be considered. 

Commissioner Knight identified three broad categories of proposed 

modifications to be considered in this proceeding: accountability and control 

mechanisms, funding, and administrative streamHning. Commissioner Knight stated 

that he would prepare a decision" publish it for comment, and present it to the full 

Commission (or consideration. The decision would modify the intervenor program; 

identify modifications that require statutory change to cUed, and propose aprocess (or. 

developingspedfic statut6ry language that the Commission may suppOrt befoi~the 

Legislature. This is that decision and it follows the outline Commissioner Knight 

established in his July 2 ruling. 

A draft of this decision was published on November 14, 1997, (01' comment. 

There were no evidentiary hearings on this matter so PU COde § 311(d) did not require 

the Administrativ~ Law Judge (ALnto file and serve a proposed decision. However; . 

COIIHl'lissioner Knight and ALJ Hale wished to aaord parties an opportunity to revie\v . 

TeJ~ommuJ\k"tiOns Comp"rues (CALTEL), California Department of Consumer A((ah's 
(OCA), California/Nevada Con\n\uruty Action Association (Cal/Neva), Citizens CorttemCd 
About EMFs (CCAEJ, Consumers for the Public Interest, 1flC'. (CPI), DMM Customer Services 
(DMM), Energy CQnsulting Group (ECG), Insu1ation Contractors Association (ICA), Sun Yung 
Kim (Kim), MCI Tel~ommunfcations Corporation (Mel), Natural Resources Defense Council 
(NRDC), Commission Office of Ratepayer Advocates and Consumer Servkes ~ivision 
(ORA/CSD), Conunission Public Advisor's QfCiee (PAO), George M. Sawaya (Sawaya), &hool 
Project fOr Utility Rate Reduction and Regional Energy Management Coalition 
(SPURR/REMAC), Spanish Speaking Citilen's Foundation, National Council of La Rolla and 
OakJand Chinese Community Coundl (sseF, ct. a1.), Joan I. Tukey(Tukey), The Utility Reform 
Nehvork (TURN), Utility Consumers' Action Network (UCAN), The Utility Men\bers of the 
Intervenor Compensation Reforn\ Consensus Group (Utility Members), whkh includes 
Southern California Edison Company, SOuthern California Gas Company, San Diego Gas & 
Elcctric Company, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Pacific Bell, and GTIl California 
Inrorporatw. Reply romments were filw b}· Adams, AT&T Communications (AT&T), Bates, 
CAUSB, CCAE, cPt, United States Department of Defense (DOD), Lou FHipovich (Filipovkh), 
Grcenlining Institute and Latino Issues Forum (GI/LlF), lCA, Mel, PAO, Sawaya, 
SPURR/REMAC, John Sevier (Sevier), SSCF, et. a1., TURN, TURN and UCAN, Utility 
Members, and James Weil (Weil). 
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and comment on the draft order. Timely initial comIllents were filed by December 4, 

and timely reply comments were filed by December 9.' Initial and reply comments were 

consid~red by the Commission. The November 14 draft decision was revised in light of 

the consideration of comments and published as a revised draft decision for another 

round of comments and reply comments. Timely comments on the revised dralt 

decision Were tiled April 2, 1998, and timely reply comments were filed April 7, 1998.s 

In light of these comments, the revised dralt decision was further modified. 

Historlesl Context 
The inception of the Commission's intervenor compensation program dates back 

to the late 1970's when the authority of the Commission t6 compensate an intervenor 

for its participation in a proceeding was brought belore the California Supreme Court in 

Consumers wbby Aga/1IsIMoltopc1its v. -Publit Utilities Commlssioll, «CLAM) 160 Cal. Rptr 

124 (1980». The Court stated the general rule that a party is entitled to an award of 
- -

aUorney(ees only if there is spedfic authorization theretor by statute or private 

agreement, and recognized three equitable exceptions to the general rule. They are 

known as the common fund, substantial benefit, and private attorney general theories. 

The Court majority held the Commissionts general authority aUowed it to award fees 

I Initi.11 comments On the draft order were filed by At&T /MCI, Jointly, Caliiomia 
Manufacturers Association (CMA), CPJ1 GI/LlF, leA, ORA/CSD,SSCF, et. at,Kim, Utility 
Members, TURN/UCAN, jOintly, and Weil. Reply ool1Ul1cnts on the dralt order were filed by 
AT&T, CPI,SSCF,et. al., Utility Members, TURN, and Weil. 

S Initial conunents o.n the revised drMt order were timely med by AT&T, CAUSE, CALTEL, 
CMA, CPI, GI/LlF, ICA, Kim, Mel, ORA/CSD, Sawaya, SPURR/REMAC, SSCF, et at, TURN, 
Utility Members, and Weil. Conunents of the TelC(ommunkations RescUers Association ,"'ere 
also served. However, siJl{e the Tele<'ommunkations Re-sellcrs Association nevet b«'ame a 
party to the proceeding, its cOmments were not moo as a pleading. Rather, its c()n\ments were 
considered and ptaCt'd in the correspond~nce portion of the forma] file. Timely replies were 
filed by CPI, GI/LlF, MCJI SSCF, ct. al, TURN, Utility Members, and Weil. 
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under the common fund theory in quasi-judicial reparation ac110l\s. Under the common 

fund theory, tOone who expends attorney's fees in winning a suit which (reates a fund 

from which others derive benefits, may require those passive beneficiaries to bear a fair 

share of the litigation costs.'" (Id. 133.) The Court also noted the existence' of the 

statutory basis provided by federal law which, at that time, specifically allowed this 

Commission to award fees in (crtain electric utility proceedings.' 

The Commission adopted procedures for administering the fee awards program 

authorized by PURPA in June, 1980 (see Decision (D.) 91909). Then in November, 1981, 

the Coml'nission issued a decision which determined that it had jurisdiction to award 

fees to pubJic participants in quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial proceedings (see' . 

D.93724 (7 CPUC2d 75». At the same time, the Commission proposed procedures (or 

awarding attorney, witness and related tees to public participants in all prOceedings 

(see Order Instituting Investigation (011) 100, November 13, 1981), building upon the 

experien~e gained jn administering the PURPA fee awardsptogram. 

In April 1983, after (omment on the November proposed rules, the COIllmisslon 

adopted its procedures for awarding reasonable fees and ~osts to participants in 

procre:lings before the Commission (See 0.83-04-017 (_CPUC2d _ ), as modified by 

D.83-06-112 (_ CPUC2d _». These rules required a finding of eligibility, based On a 

showing of significant financial hardship, and a finding of substantial ~ontribution, 

concepts present in the I>URPA statutes which remain fundamental criteria o( t<>day's 

intervenor compensation program. 

Senator Montoya introduced a bill in December of 1982 (SB 4) which essentially 

codified the intervenor compensation program which th~ Commission had adopted by 

rule. This bill was chaptered, adding Article 5 to Chapter 9 Part 1 of Division 1 of the 

Public Utilities Cooe (Montoya, ch.84-297). 

• PURPA, Public law 95-617,16 USC 2601 et seq. (especially 2632),92 Stat. 3117. For legislative 
history and purpose, see 1978 US Code Congo and Adn\. News, p. 7659 (especially p. 7816· 
7817). 
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This codification of the Commission's program was intended "to confirm the 

authority of the Public Utilities Commission ... to make awards to participants pursuant 

to existing rules and regulations of the commission." {Id., § I.} It included requirements 

(or eligibility, based on a showing of significant financial hardship, and substantial 

contribution. Unlike the Commission's rules, it limited awards to p.uticipation in 

electrical, gas, telephone, telegraph, Of\Vater proteedings where the purpose of 

participation is to modify or influence a rate. Though it substantially adopted the 

Commission's definition of "significant financial hardship/, it omitted an important 

aspect of the Commission rutes governing "substantial contribution." 

The Commission's rules, at that time, provided that: 

"'Substantial contribution' shall be that contribution which, in the judgment of 
the Commission, greatly assists the Commission to promote a public purpose in a 
matter' reJating to all issue by the adoption, at least in part, ofthe participant's 
position." 

(Rule 76.26 of the Commissi6n~s Rules of Practice and PrO(edure, adopted November 

13, 1981, (emphasis added) and subsequently rcpealed.) 

Missing (ron) the codification of the substantial contribution concept was, and is, 

an explicit public purpOse component. The requirement that a contribution assist the 

Con\mission in promoting a public purpose was very in keeping with the common fund 

theory at the root of our program. It compensates the participation of intervenors when 

other, non-parUdpants, derive a benefit fronl that participation. 

Further amendment to the governing statutes oc{utfcd in 1992 (ch.9~·942) and 

1993 (ch.93-589). The e((eet of these amendments ' ... ·ere to: 

• apply the statutes to any proceeding involving electric, gas, water, and 
tc!ephone utilities, rather than the more limited application to procC<'<lings 
that modify or influence rates; 

• nlake express the Legislative intent of the program; 

• compensate intervenors for preparation as well as participation; 

• lift the cap on "other reasonable costs"; 
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• define proceedin~ making it explicit that alternative dispute resolulion 
procedures in lieu of formal proceedings were potentially compensable 
proceed iogs; 

• define "significant financial hardship" with morc spedlidtYi 

• supplen\ent the definition of "substantial contribution" to allow for full 
compensation when only a part of a customees contentions or 
reCommendations are adopted; 

• state that partidpationthat supplements .. complements .. or contributes' to the 
presentation of another party nlay be fully eligible for compensationj 

• make mandatory rather than discretionary the determination to award fees 
when the substantial contribution and financial hardship criteria are mel; 

• modify the "timing of the required filings; 

• delete the section that provided (or a common legal representative; and 

• provide [or a special evaluation of eligibility (or a group that represents small 
and large agricultural customers. 

Changing Regulatory Environment 

Comprehensive review of the intervenor compensation program is appropriate 

at this time because the regulatory environment (or some o( the industries to which the 

program applies has changed since the inception of the program, and even since the 

more recent JcgisJative amendments to the governing statutes. In the 

telecommunications and energy industries .. traditional rate of return regulation is being 

abandoned (or the disciplines 01 competition and the less administratively burdensome 

econon\tc oversight of performance-based regulation. In developing the policy which 

will guide these regulatory program changes, the Commission is increasing its reliance 

on legislative-style hearings and informal workshops .. and lessening its reliance on the 

traditional evidentiary hearings. Given these far reaching regulatory program and 

process changes .. it is timely to review the appropriateness of the intervenor 

compensation program, and its current configuration. 

-8-
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The large scale industry restructuring efforts the Commission has undertaken 

have highlighted lot us the importance of getting input front a socioeconomicalJy 

diverse, culturally diverse, and geographically dispersed public. Participation in our 

iormal pollcy development ptoceroings by a btoad base of consumers has aided our 

eftorts to, for example, contlnue to ensure Califomians have acCess to safe, reliable, 

environmentally sensitive energy services at the lowest price possible, including 

support (or low income households, as we allow new market entrants to provide 

energy serVices. As ,ve ptogress (rom policy development to policy implementation iIl 

the telecommunications and energy industries, \\'e continue to believe that a broad base 

of public input can assist us in perfccting the restructured marketplaces. Through the 

intervenor compensation program, We can reduce the barriers to partidpationthat 

customers lace, and award customers who make a substantial contribution to our' 

decision making. 

\Vhel'e (ons~mers have no choke in their (,Mrier or service provider} the 

Commission serves as the consumer's irustce~ The Commission is the sole source of 

protection lor the consumers' rights. Thus, the Commission must make the best 

possible decisions bC(ause the consumers have no recourse. Broad based participation is 

a key ingredient to high quality decision making. At some lulure point, however, we 

expect that the presence of pervasive competition will be the ultimate protector of 

conSUnler interests in the marketplace. In the context of such a competitive marketplace, 

consumers will have the ultimate protection of being able to reject a carrier or service 

provider which does not meet their needs, (or any reason or no reason, and will readily, 

perhaps eagerly, obtain service from another carrier or provider. Therefore, once 

competitiol\ Is present, it may not be necessary (or a fair deternlination of the 

proceeding to (und the participation of customers separate and apart from their 

participatlon through ORA. The ability to immediately and permanently cease to do 

business with a carrier or provider may be a far more desirable outcome (or consumers 

than additional Con\mission regulatlon of a carrier or provider, and br6ader issues of 

consumer interest n\ay be adequately represented by ORA. 
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This is not to say the Commission should abandon all consumer participation 

where a more mature robust level of competition is in place, just that the enhanced level 

of consumer protection inherent in consumer-funded participation may not be 

warranted. \Ve must begin to more critically assess, at the outset of a proceeding, 

whether the participation of a cllstomer is necessary (or a fair determination of the 

proceeding, consistent with the legislative intent of § lool.3(£). For example, in our 

Rulemaking to Establish a Simplified Registration Process for Non-Dominant 

Telecommunications Firms (our Streamlining Proceeding R.94-02-003/I.94-o2-0(4) it 

may not be ne<essary to have consumer-funded participation of customers. This aspect 

of the telecommunications market is quite competitive, and consumers n,a}t choose a 

different carrier if unhappy with serviCe quality Or cost. 

Just the same, we do not believe, as do some of the commenters, that the 

intervenor compensation program is no longer needed, or should be "sunset;' or phased 

out, now that restr:ucturing of the telecommunications and energy Industries is well 

under way. On the contrary, we have continued to find the contributions of many 

customers to have substantially assisted us throughout the restructuring efforts, and, 

for tele<ommunkations, in enforcing the policies of the restructured era. \Vhen 

customers no longer make a substantial contribution to the Commission's decision 

making, the program, by its own governing statutes, will no longer provide customers 

compensation. 

The dialogue we had with the parties around phasing out the intervenor 

compensation program focused primarily on the program's application to energy and 

telecommunications proceedings. Parties failed to acknowledge that the program 

applies to water proceedings in addition to energy and telecommunications 

proceedings. The private waler companies we regula Ie continue to face a traditional 

regulatory structure appropriate to their continuing monopoly characteristics. The 

arguments (or phasing out the intervenor compensation program in light of the 

competilivencss of the industries to which it applies Is certainly not (OmpeHing given 

the regulatory environment present for waler companies. 

-10 -
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In light of the changing regulatory environment, AT&T fMCI recommend in 

their comments on the draft order that the Commission deny compensation to 

intervenors who take a position, directly or indirectly, that challenges a prior 

Commission determination that an industry, utility or market segment are Silbject to 

elfedive competition. They suggest that if the question directly at issue in the case is the 

competitiveness of an industry, utility Or market segment, (ompensation shouldbe 

allowed. 

This recommendation is misplaced. If any party attempts to take a position in a 

proceeding that e.g., directly or inditectlychal1enges a prior Commissiondctermination 

that an.industry, utility or ma'rket segment aresubjed to e(lective competition, is 

outside the scope of the prexeeding or irrelevant -to t~e issues at hand or previously 
. . . . 

determined by the Commission and not to be revisited at that time/then the 

appropriate remedy lor opposing parties is to mOve to strike the material. If suth a 

position is allowe4 into the pr<xeeding, then the question" in tefillS of compensation, 

comes down to the eligibility of the interVenor and whether a substantial contribution 

was made. 

DecIsion Making Reforms 

As of January 1, 1998, new rules goveming how the Commission procesSes it 

proc(oCding became eifcdive as a result of 5B 960. The statute is intended to enhance 

Commissioner hWolvement in decision making, arid thereby improve the quality and 

timeliness of Commission decisions. The new rules require, among other things, the 

cat~gorization of proceedirigs, early scoping of the issues to be addressed and the 

timetable (or completion, the presence 01 Commissioners in hearings and oral 

arguments under certain drcumstances, and new ex parte contact rules. 

The reforms embodied in 58 960 will greatly 'aid the customer interested in 

partidpating in a Commission proceeding Where hearings are held. It will be staled in 

approximately the (irst 4() to 50 days \vhat issues wiU be resolved in the proceeding, and 

when resolution is Intended. 5B'96O imposes a mandatory 12·n\onth c()mpletion 
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deadline in most compJaints and enforcement cases, and states the intent that all other 

proceedings be completed in no mote than 18 months. 

As a result of these rdorms, some of the uncertain lies that have chronically 

saddled customers interested in pa-rticipating in a Commission proceeding will be 

sigllilicantly reduced, though not eliminated. For example, proceedings will no longer 

continue over a number of Ye.1rs; a party will know early in a pro<:eedlng whether its 

issue will be resolved in that proceeding, or some other proceeding. We expect the 

scopingruling to provide the Commissi6n and parties a useful tobl for evaluating the 

-Notice of Intent filed by a customer. Issues identified by the customer in its notice 

should reflect the s~ope of issues laid out in the seoping mem6. Once a Request for 

Compensation is filed, the seoping ruling wi)) be used to evaluate the customer's 

showing on substantial contribution and reasonableness of costs. COsts assOciated with 

participation on, and claimed contributions to, isSues the Commission did not identify 

as within the sco~ of the proceeding will not be found reasonable and will, therefote, . 

not be compensated. 11\ this manner, we expect the scoping ruling to exert a useful and 

consistent discipline upon the evaluation of intervenors' compensation -requests. 

Unfortunately, none of the commcnters recognized the impact of the 5B 960 reforms on 

the intervcnor compensation program, nor did any acknowledge its enactment. 

A number of parties pointed out in their con'ments on the revised draft that strict 

adherence to this approach could conflict with the governing statutes. They state that a 

decision may resolve an issue not identified in the scoping memo ruling because an 

is::;ue may come lip late in a proceeding that was not anticipated but is nonetheless 

central to our ultimate decision. Under this scenario, a substantial contribution on such 

an issue, though not included in the scoping tuUng, must be con'pcnsated under the 

statute. 

While we do not disagree that a substantial contribution by an eligible intervenor 

must be compensated, we still bclieve the sroping ruling as a consistent disdpHne will 

work and be lawful. \Ve expect that any late-arising issues, outside the scope of the 

proceeding as articulated in the sroping nding, will only be aHowed to be addresscd by 

parties after a modification to the scoping ruling (from the bench or in writing). \Vhen 

~ 12-
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the Legislature adopted the scoping mHng requirement, it placed a new discipline on 

both the CoI'nmission and parties - addition of issues to be resolved in a proceeding can 

not occur willy-nilly. Rather, the addition of an unanticipated but central issue late in a 

proceeding should only occur throilgh the weU-thought-out discipline of a modification 

to the scoping memo ruling. 

DIscussIon 

\Ve undertook this rulemaking to eXaInine and, where appropriate, to revise our 

intervenor compensation program because \ve believe that the program tan be mOre 

cfiectlve'in promoting consumer participation in tooay's regulatory proceSSes. The 

revisionS we adopt today ate intended to ultimately broaden participation and improve 

its ef(cctivcness within the boundaries 01 the existing gO'venling statutes. We also darify 

and compile our implementation practices to improve the consistency of our treatment 

of compensation requests and to generally advise the public of our practices. finally, we 

also reflect on the ptogram changes pArties re<ommend that would require legislation 

to e({ect~ 

As we consideted the proposals (or change offered by parties, We bore in mind 

the purpose and intent of the program as codified by the Legislature: 

1801. The purpose of this article is to provide COJllpensation lor reasonable 
advocate's fees, reasonable expert witness fees, and other reasonable costs to 
public utility customers of participation or intervention in any proceeding of the 
commission. 

1801.3. It is the intent 01 the Legislature that: 

(a) lhe provisions of this artide shall apply to all formal procccdings of the 
commission involving eleclric, gas, waler, and telephone utilities. 

(b) The provisions of this article shall be administered in a manner that 
encourages the cffedive and efficient participation of all groups that have a 
stake in the public utility regulation process. 

(c) The process for finding eligibility (ot intervenor (ompen..~tion be 
streamlined, by simplifying the preliminary showing by an intervenor of 
issues, budget, and costs; 

- 13-
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(d) Intervenors be compensated (or making a substantial contribution to 

proceedings of the rommissionl as determined by the commission in its 
orders and decisions. 

(e) Intervenor compensation be awarded to eligible intervenors in a timely 
mannerl within a reasonable period alter the intervenor has Inade the 
substantial contribution to a pcO<'eeding that is the basis for the 
compensation awatd. 

(f) This article shall be administered. in a manner that avoIds unproductive or 
unnecessary participation that duplicates the participation of similar 
interests otherwise adequately represented Or participation that is not 
necessary for a Fair deternlination of the proceeding. 

PrinCiples . 

The lnten'enor Compensation Reform Consensus Group, which included 

both utility and cltstomer members, adopted prinCiples to guide thereshapirig of the 

intervenor compensation program, \Ve included the principles in our rulemakingand 

asked parties to comment on them. 

Those parties who commented on the principles generally supported 

them. Some of the principles spawned [rom or meshed with spedfie proposals in the 

Alkon Report and in comments to the rulemaking. We will recount them here and 

briefly discuss them as appropriate. 

1. The timing of compensation should serve to facilitate participation. 

2. The Commission should help parties conserve resources by making 
well-considered and timely decisions. 

3. The dtttlmillalioll of "substantial contribution" should Jeave 
intervenors indifferent as to whether they participate in altematiyc 
pro<:csscs or litigation. (Emphasis addcd.) 

\Vc emphasize that while we agree with this principJe, we do not 

believe that the definition of substantial contribution must change to act 

upon it. 

-I. The Commission's policies, including those affecting intervenor 
compensation, should slrive to ensure that all parties participatc 
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cllidently and ef(ectivelYi efficiencies should be expected and 
extraordinary efficiencies should be rewarded. 

\Ve not only support this principle, we have acted up on it. \Ve have 

awarded intervenors efficiency adders (or extraordinary efficiencies. See, 

[or example, 0.95-02-066. (_ CPUCid _.) 

5. The Commission should enOOurage the presentation of multiple pOints 
of view,even on the same issues, provided that the preSentations arc 
not redundant. 

6. Cooperation arrtong intervenors should be encouraged where feasible 
and appropriate. 

7. An intervenor should not be requited to enfer into or join a settlement 
in order to receive compensation (or participation in the settlement 
process. 

8. 'f!le Commission should presume that a participant in an Alternativ~ 
to Litigation process has made a substantial contribution. Other partieS 
could chaUengethat presumption. 

This proposed principle we reject in whole. lVe discuss our reasons 

more fuUy when \\'e discuss proposed chang~ to the substantia) 

contribution standard. In brief, we do not believe that participation (i.e., 

attendance at a workshop), in and of itself, Is su(fident partlcipation to 

bring value to ratepayers, wclrr.mting compensation. 

9. Eligibility standards should encourage firsHinle and small.parly 
intervenors. 

\Vc recognize that some of the comn'enlers believe the (urrent 

eJigibility standards discourage lirst·time and sman-party intervenors. 

While we agree that such participants should not be disadvantaged in 

requesting (ompensationl we do not agree that they should receive an 

ad\'antage over other participants. \Ve also believe that eligibility 

standards are an important part of the a~(ountabiJity and control 

- 15-
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mechanisms appropriate to the compensation program's adminislrdtion. 

1he e({orl undertaken by a (irst-time or small-party intervenor to comply 

with the eligibility requirements may dis(ourage partidpation. Therelore, 

we modify prindple 9 to read: 

Eligibility standards should not unduly discourage first-time and small
party intervenors. 

10. lhe Commission should ma ke a timely offer of educational 
infom\ation, including all appliCable laws and rules, standatd sample 
filings and fill-jo-the-blank forms and an orientation progranl lor first
time parties. 

Our current practice includes providing educational information to 

customers that may wish to participate in our proceedings. \Ve offer 

h\{oilnal orientation to individual participants, and when a larger group 

o{ participants needs assistance, we offer a mote formal orientation. ThiS 

effort is performed by the stalf of our PAO and our Outreach Oflicers. At 

present, We do not oller lill-in-the-bJank forms. We do not agree that 

pleadings filed in compHance with the intervenor compensation 

governing statutes lend themselves to fill-in-the-blank forms. We 

therefore modify principle 10 to state: 

'fhe Commission should make a timely oUer of educational informationl 

including all applicable laws and rules, and standard sample filings, and 
offer an orientation program {or first-time parties. 

11. It any party is required to disdose personallinandal resources in a 
"Filing for Compensation,lI this information should be kept 
(onfidential by the Commission. 

\Ve generally agree with this prindple, as discussed in more detail in 

the financial hardship section. Howeve~, there may be drcumstances 

where it is appropriate {or information to be public. \Ve modUy principle 

11 to state: 

The Commission may, upon the participant's request, kccp confidential 
personal finandal information provided by a partidpant in support of a 
Request for COl'llpensation. 
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12. Each party of a coalition should be entitled tome (or compensation for 
aU expenses this party incurred by participating in the proceeding. 

CPI addressed this principle in the comments. CPI argues that a 

party's recovery of expenses should be limited to only those expenses 

necessary tor the coalition to cfledively participate. \Vc reject crrs 
proposed limitation and decline to adopt this prindple. The principle's 

imp6rt is undeatj and it appeMs to provide tor recovery by non-parties 

that have not n~essarily been found eligible. As long as the ilparty of a 

coalition" is a party to the proceeding and has been (ound eligible to 

r€<Iuest compensation, that party may file a Request for Compensation. If 

the "coalition" became a pa'tty to the proceedingunder the ooalition's 

name, and has been found eUgihle to request compensation, that coalition 

may request compensation. In this scenario, members of the coalition 
.. 

would work together to present one Reqt.t~st for COlllpensation that 

would, if granted, reimburse all coalition members forthe costs of 

participation. 

13. The contribution of an intcrvenor should be eligihle for (ompensation 
regardlcss of the type of pro<:ccding in which it was made. 

\Ve adopt this principle but with the understanding that by "type of 

pro<:eeding," it is meant to include both litigated and non· litigated 

"formal proceedings of the Commission involving electric, gas, water and 

telephone utilities." (§ 1801.3(a).) Also, that "type of pnxcedlng" would 

indude complaints under those circumstances discussed in the se<lion on 

compensation in complaint (a5('3. 

14. In at leastsome circumstances, it should be possible to r~ei\'e 
compensation before a final decision is issued. 

- 17-
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We agrcc, and we discuss interim decisions as decisions for which 

compensation may be sought when we address interim funding. 

15. An award of intervenor compensation must be determined by the 
Commission and should not be negotiated independently by the 
parties. 

16. In order to ('(eive compensation, an intervenor must meet the 
Commission's eligibility requirements. 

17. The Commission should use its Outreach and Field Offices to 
encourage and assist Intervenors and prospective intervenors in 
regions served by those oUices. 

As ,ve rcvie\ved the comments and considered changes to Our intervenor 

compensation program, We bote theSe principles, as modified, in mind. \Ve will also 

keep them in mind as we consider speCific, future requests fot compensation that may 

be filed in our dockets. 

Accountability and Control Mechaillsms 

\Vhen it codified the intervenor compensation program, the Legislature 

struck a balance between competing goals: to encourage the effective and efficient 

participation of all groups that have a stake in the pubJi~ utility regulation proceSs 

while avoiding unproductive or unnecessary participation that dupli~ates the 

participation of others. Three tools affect this balance: eligibility, based on financial 

hardship, and substantial contribution, which, when ap·pUed together, ensure that 

compensated intervention provides value to the ratep~yers who fund it. These three 

tools come together in the dite(tive embodied in § 1800, and the key definitions which 

give § 1803 meaning. 

1803. The commission shall a\vard reasonable advocate's fees, reasonable 
expert witness fees, and other reasonable costs of preparation for and 
participation in a hearing or pTocudillg 10 any cllslomu who complies with 
$c(tion 1804 and satisfies both of the followjng requirements: 

(a) The customer's presentation n\akes a substantial contribution to the· 
adoption, 'n whole or in part, of the commission's order or decision. 

- 18-
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(b) Participation or interVcntion without an award of fees Or costs imposes 
a significant fillanciaI hardslu"p. 

1802. (b) ."Customcr" means any participant representing ~()nS\lmers, 
customers, Or subscribers of any electrical, gas, telephone, telegraph, or 
water corporation that is subject to the jurisdiction 01 thec~mmission; any 
rcpresentative who has been authorized by a cuslomerj Or any 
representative of a group or organization authorized pursuant to its 
articles of incorporation or bylaws to represent the interests of residential 
customers, but does not include any statc, federal, Or local goven\m.enl 
agency, any pubJicly owned public u~ility, 01' any entity that, in the 
commission·s opinion, was established or formed by a local government 
entity for thepurpose of participating in a commissIon procccding. 

1802. (0 "Proceeding" means an application, complaint, Or investigation, 
ruJemaking, alternative dispute resolution procedures in lieu of formal 
proceedings as may besponsoroo or endorsed by the commission, or 
other formal proceeding before the commission. 

1802: (g) "Significant financial hardship" means either that the customer 
cannot a((ord, without undue hardship, to pay the costs of eilective 
participation, including advocate's fees, expert witness fees, and other 
reasonable costs of participation" or that, in the ~ase of a group or 
organization} the e~()nomic interest of the individual members of the 
gtoup or organization is small in comparison to the costs of efEective 
participation in the proceeding. 

1802. (h) "Substantial contribution" means that, in the judgment of the 
commission, the customer's presentation has substantially assisted 
the commission in the making of its order or decision because the 
order or decision has adopted in whole or in part one or more factual 
contentions, legal t:ontentions, or specifiC policy or procedural 
re<:ommendations presented by the customer. Where the customer's 
participation has resulted in a substantial contribution, even if the 
decision adopts that customer's contention or recommendations only 
in part, the commission rna)' award the customer compensation for all 
reasonable ad\'ocatc·s fees, reasonable expert fees, and other 
reasonable costs incurred by the customer in preparing or prcS('nting 
that ~ontention or recommcndation. (E~phasis added.) 

Since their codification in 1984, and as amended in 1992, thc Commission 

has interpretcd and implemented these statutes. The statutes and the body of dcdsions 
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interpreting and implementing them make up the accountabiJit}' and control 

mechanisms the Commission appli('S to the intervenor compensation program. In 

comments on our rulemaking, parties have proposed changes to the statut~s themselves 

and to the manner in which the Commission has interpreted them. 

Eligibility 
The purpose of the eligibility phase of the compensation program is 

to provide customers with a sense of the likelihood compensation may be awarded. It 

essentially provides guidance to the participant who intends to request compensation 

and who would not otherwise pattidpatc in the prOCeeding or who would participate 

on a mOre limited scale after receiving a negative preliminary ruling on eligibility. 

Under the statute, an intervenor is eHgible for compensation when 

he is a custOiner, arid his participation in a proceeding involving aneledriC', gas, water, 

or telephone utility presents a significant financial hardship. To determine eligibility, 

two questions must be addressed: Is the intervenor a "customer?"· wm participation 

present a significant financial hardship? 

'rVe have in the past (since the 1992 amendments to the statute) 

denied eligibility to parties who are not customers pursuant to § 1802(b) (see, e.g., 

D.96W-Q.l0 denying ICA eligibility, and AL] Preliminary Ruling in C.93-10-023, June 

15, 1995, denying Coachella Vaney Communications, Inc. eligibility); when the financial 

hardship standard, defined in § 1802(g), has not been met (scc, e.g. D.93-11-020 denying 

a coalition of renewable and energy service companies and environmental 

organizations eligibility); or when the proct.--eding is a complaint and the party is not an 

intervenor, but is rather the complainant pursuing a purely personal claim not 

representative of any public interests and not lor the benefit of a class of customers. 

(sec, e.g., D.95-10-05O, as affirmed on rehearing by 0.96-11-063, denying complainant 

Grinstead's claim (or compensation). 

l\1ost of the proposed modificatiOlls to eligibility recommended by 

parties address financial hardship, and so will be discussed under that heading. 

However, a few parties do propose modilicatlons to eligibility on other grounds, 

·20-
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specifically, in complaint ca'ses, for government entities, and for regulatory 

profl.'SSionals. \Ve also provide (urther guidance on thep~ogramadmtnIsttatlon 
dirC(tivC5 contained in § 1801.3(f). 

Compensation In CompllJln,'Casils 
, leA t@mmeilds that theCorrunisslondeve}op'guideJines 

on the use of intervenor funding lor tompJalnt,Mtl6ns. leA asserts that the law 

authorizes interVenoriuttdingfnoomplaints, buth believes funding support (or 

persons filing C6Jtipla\nts' sh~uld n6t,~ 'routine." 

· Wea8'~€¥'with ICA: that th(da\v authori'ics inte:rvenor 

funding in compJahU pr6d-edings. The C~n\missi()njs del~in\ination in MillOn Grinstead - ~, .. . 

v. Patific Gas antlEledrle CQ.~ cited above/provides customers iIiStructi6n on \vhe.\ they, 
. ~ -.., - ".' - . - I., - ,_ 

may be eligible for compensation in i\complaint casc', We regard this instruction as 

sulfident guidan~ on the eligibility for intervenor fu~dirtg for (omplaint actionS. ft is .... : 

useful· t6 review the instruction GrlllSltad provIdes, both as a reminder to parties ·andto 

our staff. 

The underlying case i~volves Grinstead's tiling of a 
, , 

complaint (or reparations of overcharges against P~&E. Grinstead claimed that Pe& B 

overcharged him be(ause he should have been inlofli\cd that he qualified for PG&B's 

TOU (Time of Use) rale schedules, whiCh would have allowed him substantial savings 

on his bills had he known of thts alternative rate schedule. We ruled that PG&E indeed 

had a duty and did breach this duty in failing to inform Grinstead of the availability of 

TOU tate schedules. Grinstead was thus entitled to the rate differentia16f what he 

actually paid and what he would have paid under the TOUrate schedule'S; the 

Commission awarded him $3,518.00. 

Subsequently, Grinstead filed a request fOr (on\pensation, 

which gave rise to D.95·10-OS(), the pertinenf decision at issue here, In 0.95;.10-050, we 

rejected Grinstead's request for (otrtpensaUon on s~veral grounds. It is the third ground 

that is instructive to customers interested in seeking ~ompensation in a cornplaint " 

proceeding, 
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\Ve reviewed the statute and Legislative intent and 

concluded that an individual cannot be an /lintervenor" (or the purpose of Article 5 of 

the Public Utilities Code "in a case which he has initiated and which is being prosecuted 

to vindicate a personal grievance or in quest of a personal remedy." (D.95-1O-05O at p. 4 

«(ootnote omitted).) The Commission came to the conclusion that a "complainant acting 

solely in an individual capacity and seeking a personal remedy is not entitled to claim 

compensation as an interVenor in a Commission proceeding as provided in Article 5 

(§§ 1801-1808) 01 the Public Utilities Code." (Id., Conclusion of Law 4.)' 

GovtJlnm~ht EntitIes 

SPURR/REMAC and the DCA each propOse a modification 

. to the eligibility criteria, one that would require legislation to ef(eet. SpeCifically, 

SPURR/REMAC argue (or a remedy narrowly fashioned to address what it 

characterizes as an inequity of excluding SPURR and REMAC from eligibility. In the 

past, SPURR/REMAC have been (ound ineligible on the basis that it is not a customer 

as defined in § lS02(b) (stlpm). The statute precludes compensation (or any government 

agency, or any entity that was estabHshed by a government entity fOr the purpose of 

participating in a commission proceeding. When considering a notice of intent to claim 

compensation from SPURR/REMAC, we stated that: 

"(o}n its (ace, this exclusion bars SPURR/REMAC Iron' 
claiming intervenor compensation. SPURR/REMAC is the 
agent (or a group 01 entities that, on their own, would 
dearly be ineligible (Or compensation ... SPURR/REMAC 
cannot get around this rule merely by pooling its resources 
under a joint powers agreement and subcontracting their 
participation to a separate entity." (D.96-09-()'IO, slip op., 
p.4.) 

SPURR/REMAC argue that it should be ,,((orded specific 

relict In the same manner that the Legislature alforded representatives of agrkultural 

'The Commission's Guide fot Intervenors, routinely pr6vided to customers who inquire about 
intervenor compensation, briefly describes the h\Slruclion Grinslta,i provides. 
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consumers when it passed into law § 1812.' It argues that schools cannot and will not 

separately budget funds for participation in Commission proceedings. SPURR/REMAC 

ask the Commission to suppOrt a Legislative amendment. The amendment would carve 
, 

out art e"teption to the § 1802(b) definition of customer so that government entities that 

are public education institutions would be deemed I/customers" if they form jOint 

powers agencies under Government Code § 6500 e1. Seq. 

In comments, several parties support a legislative 

amendment that would allow local government publk tXIucation institutions to qualily 

as "customers'! for purposes of intentenor compensation. Only one par>ty recommends 

the COJllmission reject this legislative propOsal. It is arguable thatSPURR/REMAC fall 

into the government exclusion in § 1802(b). SPURR/REMAC state that each was formed 

as a JointPoweis Agency, under Government Code §§ 65OO,et. seq., to assist member 

schools in achieving energy s<wings and provide services more extensive than 

representation belpre the Commission. Therefore, it is unclear whether 

SPURR/REMAC should ne(essarily be construed to be "an entity ... establishtXI or 

formed .•• (or the purpose of participating in a commission proceeding." 

\Ve believe that local government pubJic education 

institutions are to be encouraged to participate in Commission proceedings and thereby 

identify ways to lower the utility·rcJated operating ~osts they fare. According to 

SPURR/REMAC, its member institutions do not have distretion to allocate funds to the 

SPURR/REMAC consumer protection efforts, and the current SPURR/REMAC 

funding barely covers the costs of administering members' natural gas aggregation 

• $(x:tion 18J2 states: "A group or association that represents the interests of small agriCultural 
customers in a pr~ing and that would olhen ... isc be eligible (or an award of (ompensation 
pursuant to Section 18().l without the presence of large agricultural customers, as determined by 
the commIssion, shall not be deemcd ineligible solely ~ause that group Or organization also 
has members who are large agricultural customers." 
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programs.' \Ve arc convinced that local government public education institutions ate a 

unique and important custon\erl whose views, absent the participation of 

SPURR/REMAC, arc othenvisc absent (rom our proceedings. We would support a 

Legislative amendment to make it clear that local public educalio~ Joint Powers 

agencies, like SPURR/REMAC, are customers able to avail themselves of Our intervenor 

compensation progrclm. 

DCA similarly seeks amendment to thedeflnitioll ot 

customer, but in a n'laMet Inopp6sition to SPURR/REMAC. OCA argues that the 

§ 1801(b) exdusiOJ\ was intended to preclude goVel1Ul\Cnl agencies, wh~ich at~ 

representing the interests of gOlJtrtlmenl as a utility customer, Erom being awarded 

compensation. DCA claims the statute has the unintended effect of disabling OCA in its 

rote as a representative of (Ollsumcts. It suggest~ amending § 1802(b) to allow'a 

govemmentag~ncy that represents the interests of conS ti me is to be eligible for 

compensatIon, ancJ perhaps limit that compensation to out-ol·p<x:ket expenses such as 
travel and postage. 

We do not support the sp~ia1 exception DCA seeks. We ate 

empatheticto the budget constraints state government agencies (a~, and the intemal 

choiceS each entity must make about allocating the resources the Legislature dedicates 

to their achieving their missions. The focus of the intervenor compensation program 

should remain on reducing the barriers to participation customers and their cittzen

advocacy groups face. 

Regulatory ProfessIonals 

ORA/CSD argue, and 000 agr~s, that intervention by 

regulatory professionals, without clients, should be discouraged. ORA/CSO focuses on 

t SPURRI REMAC expJain in their coilUrtents on the rcvlsro dtaft that the current funding 
me<:hanisms for SPURR and REMAC ate based on fees in association with SPURR's and 
RE~~ACs natural gelS procurement activities. SPURR and REMAC do not te(eiv~ any funding 
from the Stale's genera) fund. . . 
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the motivation of the inter\'cnor. It argues that the legislature did not intend the 

intervenor compensation progran\ to be a full employment act for private consultants. 

DOD states that regu1atory professionals, \\'ith no discernible client base, seeking 

compensation through the intervenor compensation program presents the poftutial to 

lead to unreasonable ratepayer costs. We agree with both of these statements, but 

believe thecompensation program's eligibHitycriteria, substantial contribution 

requirement and Comll'lission oversight adequately protect against unreasonable 

ratepayer costs. The iriterv~nor compensation program is intended to encourage the 

participation of allcustomets in Corillni~ion ptoceedings by helping themovertoine 

the cost barriers to eifedive and efficient participation. ORA/CSD iscotrect that We 

must qualify this state"merit tor~flect the intent of the statute that only those particular 

custoJ\ler interests that W6uld otherwise be"underrepresented should be rompensated. 

" (See § 1801.3(0.) In this mai'u\er, the record is made Jilore complete and the dedsion 

making process is !mproved. 

These three parties advocate that the Commission adopt an 
"ordinary course of business" test t()detenrtine an intervenor's eligibility (or 

compensation. ORA/CSD recommend that the Commission determine 1) if the type of 

work that an intervenor is doing as a participant in a prOceeding Is within the 

intervenor's norinallirte of business, and 2) if the intervenor is perCorming the same or 

similar role as it would in the ordinary course of its business (or a private client. If the 

answer to both questions is yes, ORA/CSD argue, and DOD agrees, that the 

Commission should establish a nonI'ebuttable presumption of no undue financial 

hardship. In this n\anner, ORA/CSD and OOD intend to exclude individual intervenors 

who arc proCessional utmty regulation consultants from being eligible for intervenor 

(ompensation. 

The proposed ordinary course of business test, however, 

docs not assist the Comm.ission in detennining whethet the intervenor's participation is 

as a cllstomer, as defiried by lsoi(b). Nor does it assist the Commission in assessing 

whether the nalure and extent of the customer's planned participation raises issues, 'n 

the Contmission's mind, about the customer's eligibility and/or likelihood of receiving 
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compensation. The motivation of the intervenor, separate from the § 1802(b} 

requirement and the stated nature and extent of his participation, is not relevant. It is 

the ultimate contribution of the intervenor that controls, regardless of that intervenor's 

occupation.» 

The ordinary Course of business test may be argued as 

assisting the Commission in determining whether any financial hardship 0( 

participation is undue or without an overriding eConomic interest. Clientless 

participation by a regulatory consultant may be a meal\s of building the experience and· 

expertise necessary (or a regulatory consultant to market services te:) future clients. In 

that way, clientless-participation may be an investment that yields future earnings. 

Under these drcun\stances, it would be difficult {or a clientless regulatory ronsultant to 

demonstrate a significant financial hardship. But the prospect of future earnings would 

be very diWcult to evaluate. And again, the Commission caruiot kilow whether the 

prosped of (uture ~amings is motivating the participation of the intervenOr. Future 

earnings ate not an element of the significant financial hardship definition, and we ate 

not inclined to attempt to evaluate future earnings in detcm\ining financial hardship. 

The bottom line is that an intervenor's motivation for 

participating in a Commission procccding car\not be determined with precision, and an 

intervenor's O(cupalion, in and of itself, should not preclude that intervenor (rom 

requesting compensation. Neither arc relevant to the eligibility determination. n The 

nature and extent of participation, however, are relevant to the eligibility 

If Wtb$ltr's NClI! World Dicliollary, Third Edition, defines motivate (vI.), motivation (11.) as ilto 
provide withJ or a {fcd as, a motive or motives; incite Or impel" and motive (II.) as "some inner 
drive, Impulse, intentton, etc., that causes a person to do something or act in a certainway:' 
The motivation of the intervenor, the driving torte behind its Interest in participating, caMot be 
known. The motivation may be distinct from the intervenor's stated nature and extent of 
participation. 

U However, remuneration assoCiatoo with oc<:upation is a factor in assessing a customer's 
ability to alford to participate and should ron\e into consideration \vhen evaluating an 
intervenor's financial ~ardship. 
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determination. The nature and extent of participation, required clenlents of the Notice 

of Intent, provide the Commission with the me.1ns to evaluate whether a person who 

meets the definition of "customer" will be representing interests that would othenvise 

be underrepresented in the proceeding. (See § 1804(a)(2}(A)(i).) 

Though we are not adopting the ordinary course of business 

test, the ORA/CSD comn'tents oil the draft decision have focused our attention on an 

aspect of the eligibility determinati()n'. Under § 1801.3(0, th'c legislature states its intent 

that the intervenor program be administered in a manner that avoids unp~odudive or 

unnt'(essary participation that duplicates the participation of simila'r inteI'e$ts othen"'ise 

adequately represented. As we state above, we agree with ORA/CSD that the intent of 

the statute is that \ve c(::ullpensate only those customer Interests that would othen\tise be 

underrepresented. u. 

The information filea in the Notice of Intent, pursuant to § 

1804(a)(2){A){i), si!outd provide a basis for a more tritical preliminary assessment of 

whether an intervenor will represent customer interests that would othe~vise be 

underrepresented. While many preliminary rulings and decisions addressingeJigihility 

have raised the issue of duplication of participation, the issue of underrepresented 

interests is not usually addrrsscd of late. The nature and extent of the customrr's -

planned participation, in combination with the scope of the proceeding as dNaiJed in 

the scoping menlO ruling, should enable the presiding officer to make a more criticaJ 

U We disagree with CPI's interpretation of the statute offered in (eply comments. CPI asserts 
th~t a party advocating factual, legal and policy contentions and rccomnlendatiOns cOJl(erning 
what the public interest requires in a matter, assists the CommIssion. (CPI Reply p. 3.) CPI 
seems to be asserting that such advocacy ne<essarily constitutes a substantial rontribution, 
implying that compensation would be required, The governing statute requires that the party 
represent customers, face a sIgnificant financial hardship, and make a substantial contribution, 
and that the Commission must admJnister ahe program in a maJUlec that avoids participation 
that duplicates the participation of similar interests othenvise adC<}uately represented or that is 
not n<,«,ssary. A party that states the nature and extent of its participation as broadly as 
"representing the pubtk interest" would be unlikely 10 distinguish itself from other 
participants even if it \,,'cre to represent customers and (ace a significant financial hardship. 
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preliminary assessment of whether an intervenor will represent customer interests that 

would otherwise be UJlderrepresentcd. Such an assessment will occur in response to 

any Request for Compensation. 

If the intervenor is a "customer" representing interests that 

would otherwise be underrepresented, who meets the significant financial hardship 

eTHeria, that customer may be eJigible for an award of compensation. If the intervenor 

makes a substantial contribution to a Commission proceeding, the Commission should 

award reasonable compensation without reservations reJated to that intervenor's 

occupation or possible motivations. 

Representative Capacity 

As ORA/CSO notes in its comments 6n the draft deCision, 

the definition of IIcustomerU repeatedly casts clistomer in the representative capacity, 

whether or not that representation is through an individual or a group ot organization. 

U\e code identifies three forms of IIcustomer": parildpant representing consumers, 

representative authorized by a customer, and representative of a group or organization 

authorized in its articles of incorporation or bylaws to represent the interests of 

residential customers.u A "participant representing consumers" is an actual customer 

who represents more than his own narrow self-interestj a self-appointed representative. 

A "representative authorized by a customer" connotes a rllOre formal arrangement 

where a customer, or a group of customers, selects a presumably mote skilled person 10 

represent the customers' views in a pr<Keeding. A "representative of a group or 

organization" is a formally organized group (with articles of incorporation andlor 

bylaws) authorized to represent the views of residential customers. When filing its 

Notice of Intent, a participant should state how it meets the definitior\ of customer: as a 

parlfcipa1l' representing consumers, as a teprescntalit'e authorized by a customer, or as a 

n These Ihtee forms of (uslomer were described and distinguished in D.86-05-oo7 (_ CPUC 
-). 
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representative of a group or organization that is authorized by its bylaws or articles of 

incorporation to represent the interests of residential customers.'1 

CMA takes this representative capacity concept and 

advocates thatl with respect to groups or organizations, the Commission have some 

assurance that the positions advoca ted by the customer fairly reflect the views of its 

purported constituents. CMA suggests that an intervenor who purports to represent a 

large group of consumers be requited to demonstrate that through its organizational 

structure, opportunity is provided for its constituents to express their views On the 

issues and to participate in the group's decision making function. In the event the 

organizational structure delegates decision making to a board of directors, CMA argues 

that that gtoup should be required to demonstrate that the constituents it represents 

H leA argues, unconvindngly, that the intent stated in § lSOl.3{b) that the program be 
administered in a manner that enoourages the participation of all groups that have a stake in 
the pr~s should be read tOgether with the § 1802(b) definition of customer to allo.w, ~.g., any 
representative of business custOmers to obtain compensation for its efforts to improve, thio,ugh 
our regulatory process, its businE'SS prospects, under the auspices of representing customers. 
leA obJ«ts to Our limiting compensation to representation of customer interests. We affirm 
our previously articulated interpretation that compensation be proffered only to customers 
whose participation arisesdirNUy from their interests as customers. (See D.88-12..()3.l, 
0.92-04-051, and 0.96-09-040.) ICA argues that we have selectively applied our interpretation. 
leA argues that Cal-Neva, SierrCl Club, and NROC are oompcnsated participants whose 
participation docs not arise diredly from their interests as customers, but rather as non-profit 
contractors an~ environmentalists, respectively. With respe;:t to Cat/Neva, \'le underst.\nd that 
it Is an association comprised of (ommunity action agencies and (ommunity based 
organizations representing low iocome interests. IE leA believes that in future cases, Ca1/NevCl 
is actually representing business customers attempting to improve business prospects and no.t 
servi('('s to low income customers, leA should file a response toCal/Neva's Notice of Intent so 
the Comnussion may consider leA's arguments in context. With (espect to environmental 
groups, We ha\'e condud('d they were eligible in the past with the understanding that they 
represent customers whose environmental interests indude the COncern that, e.g., regulatory 
policies encourage the adoption 01 all cost-effedive conservation measures and diS(ourc1ge 
unn('('('ssary new generating reSOurces that arc expensi\'e and envif()nn\entatly damaging. 
(D.88-0H)66, mimeo. at 3.) They repr('sent customers who ha\'e a concern for the environment 
which distinguishes their interests from the interests represented by Commission staff, (or 
example. 
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have participated in the selection of the board of directors, or other decision making 

body. 

\Vhile CMA's goa) of providing the Commission with 

assurance that a group is fairly rcile<:ting the views 01 its constituents is admirable, its 

propOsed means of achieving that aSsurance is unworkable. The statute merely requires 

any group to be authorized in its artkles of incorporation or bylaws to represcntthe 

interests of residential customers. While it presumes the group has a membership, it 

does not require the group to have a membetshipwith voting rights. A voting 

membership is not a prerequisite to incorporation, and we are not inclined to advocate 

that it be made a requirement of the group (orm of "customer". 

The statute does, however, require that a group Or 

organization be authorized by its articles of incorporation or bylaws to represent the 

interests of residential ratepayers.1S This is a requirement that should be evaluated at the 

Notice of Intent st_age by the administrative Jaw judge. Any group or organization 

seeking eligibility to claim compensation as a group should indude in its Notice of 

Intent a copy of its articles of intorporation or bylaws. It should point out where in the 

articles or bylaws it is authorized to represent the interests of residential ratepayers." 

Increasingly, we arc seeing customer groups participating ttl 

the Commission who represent Snlan business Cltstonlers as well as residential 

ratepayers. Such groups should indicate in the Notice of Intent the percentage of their 

membership that are residential ratepayers_ Similarl}', a "representative authorized by a 

customcrll should identify in his Notice of Intent the residential customer Or customers 

that authorized hirn to represent that customcr. 

U Absent that authorization, a representative (ould only qualify as a customer under the 
"representative authorized by a customer" definition 01 customer and may therefore have to 
provide the significant financial hardship showing applicable to non-gtoups, as dis<ussOO 
lurther below. 

U If cuncnt artid('s or bylaws have already ~i\ filed, the group or organlz.:ition need only 
make a specifiC' reference to such filing. 
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If as a result oC the Noti(C of Intent, the administralive law 

judge issues a ruting, he should rule on whether the intervenor is a "customer" as 

defined in § 1802(b). He should identify whether the intervenor is a participant 

representing consumers, or a representative authorized by a customer, or as a 

representative of a group or organization that is authorited by its bylaws 01' articles of 

incorpOration to represent the interests of residential customers. 

Product/v", Necessary, and Needed Participation 

Section 1801.3 explains the intent of the Legislature in 

enacting the interVen6r compensation program tb provide (ompensation for publIc 

participation in Commission proceedings_ section 1801.3(Q provides the Commission 

program administration guidance. It says that the program . 

"shall be administered in a manne{that avoids unproductive 
or unnecessary participation that duplicates the partidpation 
of similat interests otherwise ad~quately represent~d or 
participation thalls not ilEXcssary (or a fair determination of 
the proceeding." 

F..ach 01 the three standards for program admini~tration (productive, n~cssary, and 

needed for a fair determination) h<\s independent meaning that customers, and ALJs 

preliminarily ruling on customet eligibility, should consider carefully. 

The last of the three standards regarding compensability, 

namely, that the participation be "necessary (or a fair determination of the proceeding," 

means the Commission should not award compensation whete the customer has 

argued issues that are, e.g., irrelevant, outside the scope of the proCccding, or beyond 

the Commission's jurisdiction to resolve. The scoping memo requirement, established in 

SB 960, will provide parties an early statement from the Commission as to the scope of 

issues (0 be addressed. The extent of participation a customer presents in its Notice of 

Intent, and ulthnately in its request for compensation, should reflC<'t the scope 

established in the scoping memo ruling. 

The statute itseH explain~ the SC('ond standard (neCessity) in 

terms of nondupJication of effort, i.e., that the participation for which compensation is 
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sought should not duplicate "participation of similar interests otherwise adequately 

represented.1i The Commission has recognized that administering this standard 

requires flexibility. In multiparty proceedingsl parties' positions likely will overlap. 

However, a party that Is basically aligned \vith other parties (nay make Us own 

suggestions, adopted by the Commission, that provide measurabJe and significant 

ratepayer benefits. Such participation, at least to that extentl seems compensable under 

this standard, espedally in light of § 1802(h). 

Nevertheless, as the telecommunications and energy 

industries become increasingly competitive, the participation of customers, separate 

and apart (rom their representation through ORA or CSD, may not be necessary. \Ve 

must begin to mOre critically assessl at the outset of a proceeding, whether the 

participation of these "third-partyll customersl separate and apart from their 

representation through ORA or CSD, is necessary, both in terms of nonduplication and 

in terms of a laird~tetminatiol\ of the proceeding. 

The information filed in the Notice of Intent, pursuant to 

§ 1804(2}(i), should provide a basis (or a n\Ore crhical preliminary assessment of 

whether the participation of third-party customers Is ne<:essary. The nature and extent 

of the customer's planned participation, in combination with the scope of the 

proceeding as detailed in the scoring memo ruling, should enable the ALJ to make a 

preliminary assessment. \Vhere, as the result of the Notice of Intent, the ALI 

preliminarily determines that the participation of thlrd·party customers is not 

ne<:essary, the ALl shall issue a ruling (otherwise discretionary under § 18Q.l(b)(1». 

\eVe expect that, as a matter of routine, we wi1l conduct this 

more critkal assessment [or procccdings which cover those sectors of the 

telecommunications market that are dearly competitive. We will conduct a more critical 

assessment of the necessity for participation in proc~dings which directly impact such 

competitors, when such a proceeding is initiated by the Commission, or filed by a parly, 

after the effective date of this order. 
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Our points regarding duplication also relate to the statute's 

first and most difficult stand;ud, productivity. Reading the governing statutes as a 

wholc, we beJieve thc productivity standard has at feast three cJernents. 

First, the partkipation must be elficienlty and competently 

performed. Excessive fees or \"ork time are not IIteasonable costs" of participation 

within the meaning of the statute. 

second, the participation must be effective, asshown by the 

Corrtmisslon/s adoption, in whole o'r part, of one or mOre faCtual or legal contentions, Clt 

recommendations presented ~y the customer. 

Third, the participation must be productive in the sense that 

the costs of participation should bear a t~as()nable relationship to the benefits realized 

through such participation. TodemonstrateptOductivity, a ~uston\er should try to 
. . 

aSsign a reasonable dollar value on the benefits of itsparHcipation: EVen benefits 
> '. , c.· 

sometimes thoughJ of as intangible may be 56' "monetized'i through appropriate 
, . proxies. 

In comments on the revised draft} Kim argues that the 

Commlssion~ and not the customer, should perform this assessment of the relationship 

betweenth'e costs of participation and the benefits realized. \Ve disagree that the 

Commission atone should perfonil this assessment. Rather, the customer should pr~nt 

his views and the CommIssion should evaluate them, and judge whether the 

participation is productive. We agree with the several parties that tclised concerns with 

the difficulty of monltizing intangible benefits. Just the'same, an effort should be made. 

At a minimum, whet\ the benefits are intangible, the customer should present 

information suWden! to justify a Comn\ission (indlng that the overall benefits of a 

customer's participation will exceed a customer's costs. 

FinancIal Hardship 

The concept of "significant financial hardshipll Is the second tool 

\ve apply to ensure th:tt compensated intervention prOvides value t6 ratepayers. The 

§ 1802(g) definition of significant financial hardship sets two standards, the IIcannot 
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afford, without undue hardship, to pay" standard and the "comparison test" standard. 

Most of the comments on and proposed modifications to the roncept of financial 

hardship center on the dual standard. Other of the comments and proposed 

modifications address disclosure of financial information, and a lack of a dear 

understanding as to how much of a financial hardship is "undue." 

Dual Standard 

The standard that is applied depends on the form of 

customer. A participant representing customers and a representative authorized by one 

custoinet lace the "cannot a((6td to pay" standard.'1 The group or organization 

authorized by its articles Or bylaws to represent customers must meet the comparison 

test.· 

Quite a lew of the interested parties argue that the defi~ition 

of significant financial hardship should be the same for a partidpant as it is lor a gro~p 

or organization. Specilically, they advocate an amendment to the statute that would 

provide that significant financial hardship of a participant mearts that the economic 

interest of the customer is small in comparison to the (osts of effective participation. 

The statute prOVides that a participant faces a significant 

financial hardship when he cannot afford, without undue hardship, to pay the costs of 

effective participation. This can bC(ome an evaluation of the customer's pccsonal 

finandal circumstances regardless of what that individual may stand to lose or gain by 

participating in a specifi~ case. For groups, the statute merely requires the group or 

organization to show that the C(onomic interest of individual members is sn\allin 

17 CPJ and others arc wrong when they argue that, under the go\'ccning statutes, an "indi\'idual 
intervenor" (a participant repreSenting customers) can demonstrate significant financial 
hardship by showing that ,he cost of participation to the individual ex(t.~s the individual's 
slake in the C.lSC when the colloctive benefits outweigh the compensalion award. 
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comparison to the costs of participation." This dual standard t>StabJishes a harsher 

eligibility hurdle to the individual than to the group or organization. 

Some parties have expressed the concern that the dual 

standard implies the participation oE a group authorized to represent the Interests of 

residential customers is jnhere~tly of more value to the Commission than'the 

participation of a participant or representative. In the dratt dedsionpublished for 

comment, a distinction the statute appears to make between groups and individuals 

was noted. As a result, a proposalto include a third standard was offered. The third 

standard would define significant financial hardship as applied to participants Or a 

representative of a customer 10 t~nns of ec~rlC:)n\k interest ofthe'(ustoIl\er when that 

customer is participating (or the purpose of promoting a publi~ benefit. This addition 

was an eliOrl to incorporate an explicit public purpose component to the statute whkh 

had bee~ omitted when first codiiied. (See Hislorical Omtexl.) It was also art eUort to 

mimic the standar~ applicable to groups authorized in their artides or bylaws to 

represent residential customers. The comn\~nts ofORA/CSD have persuaded us to 

abandon the proposal to seek arnendment o( the statute to incorporate a third standard 

for Significant financial hardship. 

As ORA/CSD points out, participation that promotes a 

public purpose is not equivalent to participation that promotes th~ interest of custonlers 

who would not be represented in Commission proceedings absent interVenor 

compensation, as intended and required by the governing statutes. In addition, we 

agree with ORA/CSD's reading of the definition of customer which emphasizes the 

requirement that even individual c:onsumers, customers, or subscribers must act in a 

representative capadlY. \Ve therefore conclude that modtfication of the existing 

U In rcant praclke, the Commission has not typkaHy required groups Or organizations 
authorized in their byla\'.:s or articles to represent residential customers to provide mcmber
sp«ific inform.!ition when eV.1luating eligibility in order to assess the «onomic Interest of 
individual members. One exception to this gener.11 practice has been the assessment of 
eligibility of agricultural groups who ~k eligibility pursuant to §181 2. 
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standards, or the addition of a new standard of significant financial hardship, is not 

needed. We will continue to evaluate the hardship associated with participant's Or 

representative/s participation in light of the customer's financial circumstances and the 

specifics of the proc('('ding, assessing what constitutes "undue hardship" on a case-by

case basis. 

For a participant, that means we expect the participant to 

provide financial information. For a representative authorized by a customer, We expect 

the representative to provide the financial information of the customer who authorized 

him to serve in a tepteselltative capacity. \Ve catefully articulated how the "cannot 

afford to pay" standard should be demonstrated back in 1986, when the program was 

new. Since then, the I/cannot alfotd to pay" standard has been modified to become 

"cannot alford, without uHdlle ll!lrds1Jip, to. pay." Even with this new clausc, we find the 

Commission's 1986 guidance still appropriate, and we review it here. 

At that time, the Commission stated that the fact that the 

customer cannot afford to pay the costs of participation must be documented. It 

reasoned that business customers, not-for-profit corporations, and other organizational 

customers have ready access totheir annual income and expense statements and year

end balance sheets. The Commission concluded that these docun\ents would provide a 

convenient summary of iinanc('s that sh6Uld enable the Commission to determine 

\\'hether the clIstomer has the resOurces to pay for representation. It further concluded 

that individual, non-business customers - participants and the customer with 

authorized representation - should likewise be prepared to disclose their finances. The 

Commission drew an analogy with the financial disclosure requirements then in pla(e 

in the State's civil courts, where court filing fees arc waived (or individuals who attest 

to their inability to pay the (ees. Though the Commission did not adopt the waiver 

application (orm used by the c(Jurts, it did observe that persons who seek to have the 

general body of taxpayers pay their court costs ate routinely required to disclose their 

gr6ss and net monthly incoJrte, monthly expenses, cash and assets, including equity in 

real estale. The Commission then concluded that persons seeking compensation (ron\ 

the Commission should provide similarly detailed documentation of their finances, 
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distinguishing between discretionary and committed grant funds, if applicable. (See 

0.86-05-007, mimeo, pp. 10-11 (_ CPUC _).) 

With this documentalion in hand, the Commission will be in 

a position to asS(>ss the customer's financial drcurnstan<:es and determine whether the 

planned participation would constitute an undue hardship. 

The appropriate financial hardship standard to be applied to 

a representative authorized by a group of customers, where the "authorized pursuant to 

its articles of incorporation or bylaws" requirement is not in place, is tess dear. 

Although § 1802(g) use~ the phrase ligroup Or organizations/' it does not explicitly 

qualify the phrase (as done in § 1802(b» to be authorized pursuant to articles or bylaws. 

When we evaluated this question in 1986, we determined to apply the comparison test, 

adrriitting that this interpretation tould lead to abuses of the compensation program. 

(Id., mimeo, p. 8-10.) Forexamplc, it dOcs not appear appropriate to apply the 

comparison test to.a rcpi~sentative authorized by a group of wealthy customers who 

form an informal group to avoid the costs of participation. At this juncture, rather than 

applying the comparison test to such groups as a matter of routlne, We will determine 

which standard should apply given the form of customer asserted and the customer's 

spedfic financial hardship showing. 

DIsclosure 

In order to meaningfully evaluate \,.'hether a participant or 

representative face a significant financial hardship, the Commission has required the 

disclosure of personal financial information. In some cases, intervenors have provided 

summary financial inforn\ation, while at other times the individual intervenor has 

provided copies of bank statements and tax ionns. Sonle commenters have identified 

the public disclosure of finanCial information as a barrier to participation in 

Commission proceedings. Most argue (or the elimination of the dual standard in 

assessing finandal hardship, described above, but as an alternative, ask the Commission 

to allow such information to be filed under sea) and disClosed only to those who sign a 

prote<:tive agreement. 
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Binding parties from pubJicly disclosing personal financial 

information filed in support of that intef\'enorls showing of (inancial hardship reduces 

a barrier to participation while preservhlg parties' rights to challenge an intervenor1s 

proof of eligibility lor compensation. There is nothing that presently prevents an 

individual concerned about disclosing his personal financial information from filing a . 

motiol\ requesting the Commission to accept the information under seal. However, for 

ease to the intervenor and to minimize the adininistl'ative bur~en on our staff, we will 

establish a procedure and model filing for individual intervenors to obtain a protective 

order for use in intervenor compensation proceedings. 

Procedures lor obtaining in(ormatloJ\ and records in the 

possession of the Commission ate described in Cel\er~l otder (GO)66-c. section 2 of 

GO 66-C describes some of the public rtXordsthat are not open t~ public inspection. An 

intef\'enor ~king a ptotedive 6rdergbV~iningavanabllity of personal financial 

·iriformatlonwHi n~ toa~rt aground for e>:duding suchpersonat'financial 

information from publk inspection. 
GO 66-C § 2.2 includes as a public (('(ord not open to public 

inspe(tion "[r}ecotds or fnfonnation of a confidential nature furnished to, or obtained 

by the Commission." The per$Onal financial information of an individual intervenor is 

arguably information of a confidential nature. White it is important to make this 

information available to parties preparing to respond to an individual intervenor's 

assertion of eligibility for compensation, it is diUicult to IMagine a situation where a 

public benefit warrants making the personal nnaI\dall~formation of an individual 

intervenor generally available {or public inspection. However, we do not rule out the 

possibility that such a situation may present itself. Therefore, we wUl consider GO 66-C 

requests from individual hltervenors to exclude their personal fin<\ncial information 

from publk inspedion on a case-by-case basis. 

For administrative ea~,' we have attached as Appendix B a 
• ; i ' 

modelrequest, which may be used by individual intervenors who \vantthe 

Co nUl' iss Ion to exclude fro", public Inspection thelt personal financial information. It 

should be filed with the intervenor's Notice of Intent to Claim Compensation and ruled 
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on by the ALJ when the ruling on Ihe Notice is filed and served. If granted, and We 

expect most such requests will be granted, the intervenor's personal financial 

information wi)) only be disclosed to parties of record who sign a nondisclosure 

agreement. Attached as Appendix C is a model Nondisclosure Agreement Governing 

Disclosure of An Individual Intervenor's Financial Information. 

Substantial COntribution 

the requirement that all intervenor's participation substantially 

assist the Commission in the making of its order or decision is the third toot the 

Commission applies in ensuring that compensated participation provides vatue to 

ratepayers. To meet the substantial contribution standard, the statute requires that a 

customer's rccommendation(s) be adopted in \vh6le or in part. In assessing whether the 

customer meets this standatd, the Commission typically revie\~s the record, composed 

in part of pleadings of the custoiner and, in litigated matters~ ihe hearing transcripts, 

and compares it to the findings/conclusions, and orders in thededsion to which the 

customer asserts it contributed. It is then a matter of judgment as to wh~ther the 

customer's presentation substantially assisted the Commission. 

Workshops and Settlements 

Section 1802(1) specifically identifies "alternative dispute 

resolution procedures in lieu of lormal proceedings as may be sponsored or endorsed 

by the commission" as a IIprocecding" lor purposes of the statut~. The Atkon Report 

notes the Commission's increased use of alternatives to litigation, such as workshops 

and settlements, and the dilficulties these types of approaches create in determining a 

particuJar Intervenor's contribution to a proceeding. In the "litigatedll proceeding, 

whether ultimately handled with or without evidentiary hearings, parties file pleadings 

and/or serve teslin\ony which creates a paper trail of their views and contributions. 

When workshops and settlements arc used in lieu of or as a supplement to paper 

proceedings and/or evidentiary hearings, the paper trail may be minin\at or non

existent. Alternatively, the paper Irail may not (onsist ot parly-sped(ic pleadings, but 

rather multi-party products. 
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To overcome the difficulties associated with determining 

substantial contribution when a decision relies on the joint efforts of parties 

participating in a Commission sponsored or endorsed workshop 01' scUlen\ent setting, 

the Atkon Report rccommends the Commission seck legislation to alter the substantial 

contribution definition contained in § 1802{h). The Alkon Report recommends that for 

rulemakings, alternative to litigation approaches, and workshop situations, the 

Commission be allowed to apply a "good faith participation" standard to meet the 

significant contribution requirement. 

The Alkbn Report would have the Commission decide when 

to apply the goOd faith standard, and once announ(ed, the customer would file a 

wbrkplan. From the workplan, the Commissi6n would determine the appropriate 

hourly rate, the proper level of expertise, and the likely number of hours necessary for 

effective participation. Presumably, the Commission would also determine at that time 

whether the cust()J!\cr's participation would be of assistance. After ('ondusion of the 

proceeding, when. the Commission is making the final evaluation of substantial 

contribution, there would be a rebuttable presumption of good faith participation U the 

work done by the customer is in conformarice with the workplan. 

We are concerned that modifying "substantial contributionlJ 

. to include a "good faith participation" standard for c('[lainl non-litigated proceedings 

witl so reduce the accountability and control value of the standard as to make it 

meaningless. \Ve agree that merely signing your name to an attendance she-ct at a 

workshop, (or example, is not enough of a contribution to denlonstrate a substantial 

contribution, but neither is it enough to demonstrate a contribution under the good 

faith standard proposed in the Alkon Report and supported by some of the smaller 

intervenor groups, individual customersl and our Public Advisor's OUice. Nowhere is 

the ad\'ocated good faith standard well defined, and we believe its in\plcmentation 

would prove very problematic. As ORA/CSD points out, it would have the 

Commission evaluating the intent of the customer, rather than the substance of that 

customer's contribution. 
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Those proponents who state a basis (or their support of the 

good faith standard point to a positive impact it would have on the quality of 

participation because customers would not have to compromise their principles and 

agree with opponents in the non·litigatCd setting to assure an award at the conclusion 

of the proceeding. In practice, howe\let, the Coinmission has awarded compensation to 

customers who met the substantial contribution standard when opposing the adoption 

of a settlement. As we recognized in 0.9-1-10-029; 

"(tJhe mattet of compenSMion in an alternative dispute 
resOlution context cannot rest solely on whether the party 
requesting compensation supported a settlement ultimately 
approved by the Commission. To condition the award of 
intervenor fees on the intervenorsubscribing to a settlement 
offered by a utility would put undue preSsure 9n the 
intervenor to settle on terms it lelt were not genuinely in the 
public interest." 

(0.94-10-029, slip QP" PI" 6-7.) \Ve expect to cOntinue to use our judgn\ent and the 

discretion the Legislature has M(orded us in the governing statutes to award 

compensation to parties who participated in settlements, whether or not the part)' 

requesting compensation supported a final agreement adopted by the Commission, 

when we find that party's contribution to our order or decision was substantiaV t 

Although we sometimes find evaluaHng the contribution of 

a customer in a workshop or settlement setting diUicult; we do not beJieve applying the 

"good faith participation" standard would overcome those dif(iculties in a manner that 

maintains our confidence that the customer's contribution wa's of value to ratepayers. 

In support of the "good faith participation" standard, a 

number of parties argue that customers who choose to interVene in Commission 

pr<xccdings should tace the same compensation risks and incenUves that Commission 

and utility personnel (ace. l1tey argue that the substantial contribution standard and its 

,t Sec, (or example, D.95·08-024, D.95-07-035, D.89·03-n63, and D:89-00·103. 
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requirement that a parly "win" puts them at too great a risk for ultimately reccivhlg 

compensation. Any attempt to draw an analogy between customers who choose to 

participate in Commission proceedings and the government and utility personnel who 

participate in Commission prOC('edings as employees is misplaced. The intervenor 

Compensation program \ ... ·as conceived from the common fund theory, whel'e as Ii result 

of the participation of one, the public benefited. It oUets customers the prospect of 

compensation to assist in overcoming the barriers to effective and elficient participation 

where that participation is on behalf of an othenvise underrepresented voire. 

PartiCipation at the Commission by customers is not analogous to being en\ployed hy 

the Commission. 

WinnIng -Is It EverythIng? 

Broader concerns about the substantial contributi6n 

standal'd wete also raised, ~eparate and apart (rom the concern that it is sornetimes 

difficult to determine substantial contribution in the alternatives to litigation settings. 

There is concern that the requirement that an intervenor "win" means that an 

inter\;enor whose participation brought relevant} useful information to the 

Commission's attention may not be compensated. Under the present statutory 

language, if the Commission adopts a customer's contention or recoffirnendation, it s"all 

compensate the customer, assuming the financial hardship requirement is met and the 

customer has properly sought compensation. But this standard may discourage 

customers troill presenting nlote novel, creative recon\n\endations, which may have a 

lower likelihood of being adopted the first time they are presented to the ComrnlssJon. 

A broader standard, such as that used by the Department 01 

Insurance (001), which affords the Con\mlssion greater discretion to make an award, 

while being tangibly defined so as to ensure value to ratepayers, may overcome the 

discouraging e{(ed the present definition has on the presentation of novel and creative 
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recommendations.)C) \Ve find the DOl standard morc appealing than 1802(h), in 

companion with 1803, in part because it affords us greater discretion to award fres (or 

ellident and effective participation that we find usdul, but that may fall short of 

IIwinning." However, we recognize that a btoader standard provides less clear, 

understandable, predictable guidance to intervenors for when the Commission would 

find a substantial contribution has been made. \Ve found the comments and 

recommended statutory language of out PAO, the h,"o-hack standard TURN/UCAN 

suggested, and to a lesser degree the tecotnrnendations of UCAN and Weil, particularly 

constructive on this subject. 11 The TURN/UCAN two-track standard, where the 

Commission "shall award ll when a customer "winsll and where the Commission "may 

award" when a customer contributes but falls short o£ winning, has the best balance 

between Commission discretion and award predictability. It should also help the 

Commission OVercome the present definition's discouraging effect on the ptesentation 

of novel and creat~ve ideas.tl Parties should, in light of this decision, propose'addiHons 

to 1802{h) and 1803 which permit .. rather than require, the Commission to award 

compensation to a party who contributes but (ails short of "winning/' Such additions 

should preserve the existing statutory approach and provide an approach that brings 

)C) The 001 standard reads "(s)ubstanlial contribution means that the int~rve'nor substantially 
contributed, as a whole, to a decision, order, regulation, or other action of the Conu'l\issioner by 
presenting relcvant issues, evidence, Or arguments which were separate and distinct from those' 
emphasized by the Department of Insur.lnte staff or any other party,such that the Intervenor's 
participation resulted in more relewlOt, credible and non-frivolous information being aval1ablc 
for the Commissioner to n\ake his or her decision than would h,.vc been available to a 
Commissioner had the intervenor not participated." (California Code of Regulation, Title X, 
Chapter V, Subchapter 4.9, Article 13, S«tion 2661.1fj).) 

21 Our reservation with the UCAN pro~1 for modifying § 1802(h) centers on the rebuttable 
presumption it would (teate. With {espect to Wen, our reservation centers on his focus on 
proposed dedsions. 

U This twO-track approach may also reduce CMA's concern, stated in its oomments on the 
revised dra(tl that pursuing a brooder contribution standard is the wrong dire<ti6n in whtch to 
procced. 
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value to ratepayers and provides understandable guidance to intervenors where the 

party contributes but faits short of "winning." Any amendments to create this 

additional track should be presented to the Commission (or its consideration and 

possible support before the U>g(s)atute. 

AdvIsory Boards and CommIttees 
TIle Commission has recently increased its reliance oil 

advisory bOards and conurtittees~ Typically, these boa'tds and committees are created by 

, statute and/o't dedsion, have limite<t ~ppointed m~mbershlp; ()vet~ and administer 

pubJic purpose piogra'~/uitds, and have a speci(iC purpose'to overseca Commission 

program 'or advise the Commission 6n the implementation o( a program. These 
characteristicS distinguish advisory boatds and cc)mmittees from the types of workSho'p 

and settlement activities tefertcd'tO above andirl'the Alkon Report.~ The Alkon Report 

did not address compensation fot these entities, but some of the parties (o~mented on 

whitheradvis6ry board activideS3re (ompensable through th~ inlen'cnor 

(ompensatioft program. 

The cstc\blishment of advisorY boards and tOinmittees to 
assist the Commission in its oversight and implementation of regulatory programs is . 

not new. Some of the boards in existen(etoday ,,:ere (rea ted 10 years ago. In"the past,"" 

board members have been reimbursed (or their reasonable expenses and ['e(eived a per 

diem. Mote recently, when the Commission made appointments to the Independent 

and Governing B6ards to oversee the administration of energy efficiency and low 

income programs, we adopted a per diem of $300. (Sec D~97·0-l-044, slip op., p. 10-11, as 

modified by 0.97-05-041.) Specifically, we stated: 

. "one of the most-discussed issues was the question of per 
diem for Board members. We were concerned that the per 
diem be high enough to ensure a broad Speclrum of 

U Though Commlss(oJ\-endorsed (and In the rontext of settlement (onferences, r~ujroo by our 
Rules), unlike lheadvisory boards, partidpation in the workshops and settl~ment$ is "pen to all," 
p,uties. 
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available candidates. On the other hand, Board membership 

. should be considercd a public service. Thereforc, we wiH not 
set levels so high as to substitute (or an comparable 
emp]oynlent." (Id.) 

In $0 stating, the Commission continues its longstanding 

practice of providing per diem, and not intervenor compensationl (or the partkipation 

of a customer on a limited-membership board.u We arc not (onvinccd by any party that 

this practke should change. 

Allocation of Time 8nd Costs by Issue 

The statute requites the customet, at the stage where tlle 

Notite of Intent is Wed/to provide a statement of the natute and extent of the 

customer1s p.lanned participation. At this stage, the customer has therefore ptovided the 

Commission with the issue(s) it intends to add~ess/as best ~s the customer can at that 

early stage of the ~r()(Cedii1g. When the ellstomer files irs Rcquest (or Compensation, 

the statute says it must provide, at a minimum, a detailed description of the services it 

provided and the related expenditures, as wen as a description of the customer's 

substantial contribution. At this stage, the custon\er has therefore provided the 

Commission with a statement of the issue(s) it actually addressed, the rclated costs, and 

its assertions of substantial contribution. If the Commission determines that a 

substantial contribution has been made, it must describe it, and determine the amount 

of compensation to be paid. 

This is a fairly slraightfonvard process wh('n a customer is 

requesting compensation (or one issue and participated on only that one issue. It 

becomes more complex when the customer has participated on a number of issues and 

Is requesting compensation related to aU those issues. It is most complex when the 

Z41n Resolution F-621, November 9,1988, theCommlssfon adopted an Interim AdvisOry 
Committee Standard 61 Expense Reimbursement lor ConUl\isslor\ Established Advisory 
Contm1Ures. A copy of this resolution Is attached as Appendix D. 
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Commission finds that the cllstomer made a substantial contribution, but only in part. 

The statute provides that, where the customer's participation has resulted in a 

substantial contribution, even it the decision adopts that customer's recommendation or 

contention only in part, the Commission may award compensation to the customer (or 

all reasonable costs (or pteparing or presenting that position. 

CMA argues that the statute is unambiguous that the (ees 

and costs associated with a customer's recommendation or contention which were not 

adopted by the Commission are not compensable. \Ve agree, but \ve ate not inclined to 

interpret § 1802{h), as a genera] matter, as narrowly as CMA appears to have done. 

CMA appears to interpret "contention or rC(ommendationU at a very detailed level of 

issue or position. In practice, the issue a customer presents may be as broad as e.g., 

utility closure o(branch oUkes resulted in unacceptable degradation of service. CMA 

appears to argue that in such a case, the customer would be presenting multiple issues 

e.g.} the impact of flosures lell disproportionately on the poor, inadequate notice of 

closures occurred, the criteria (or selecting oflices for closure was flawed. Both of these 

interpretations of what constitutes a customer's contention or recommendation are in 

conformance with the statute, and have been applied by the Commission as appropriate 

when reViewing specific requests (or compensation. We wm not, as CMA advocates, 

routinely apply the more narrow interpretation of what constitutes a recommendation 

or contention. 

\Ve will consider the description of issue(s) as presented by 

the custQmer in the Noti~e of Intent and Request (or Compensation, as wen as the 

Commission's ultimate characterization of the issue(s) in the decision (Qr which 

compensation is being requested. We will determine whether the customer's issue(s) 

was adopted and thereby a substantial contribution made. \Vc will award reasonable 

compensa.tion based on the claimed costs incurred in preparing or presenting the 

issue(s). 

Regardless oiwhelher we take a broad or narroW view In 

interpreting the statute, we will continue to requite alloca tion of costs and time by task 

(e.g. initial preparation, testimony, briefs) and substantive issue. Perhaps our most 
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careful description of what is required of customers can be found in 0.85-08-012 

(_CPUC2d_). 

Customers participating in telecommunications proceedings 

should take special note of the "matrix requirement" adopted by the Commission in 

D.96-06-029 (_CPUC2d_). ApplicabJe fO certain telecommunications proceedings, this 

matrix of substantive issues addressed is designed to reveal potential duplicate 

compensation to customers active in these "telecommunications roadmap 

ptoc~dings."2S Although some comtn(!nters ask the Commission to abolish this 

requirement, we continue to find this cateful deJineation of costs and hours by issue, 

prOCeeding and compensation status an important too} (or ensuring reasonable 

compensa tion. 

To ease intervenors' compliance with this requirement, We 

direct the PAO and the Telecommunications Division to work together to develop 

standard forn\al(sl (or compliance with the matrix reqUirement in Roadmap 

proceedings. The standard [onnal(s) should be available {or use by intervenors no later 

than 120 days (rom the ellcctive date of this dedsion. The PAO shall promptly notke 

the availability of the standard (ormat(s) to aJllhird party intervenors in Roadmap 

proceedings. Upon issuance o( the notlc::el all customers participating in Roadmap 

procccdings shall use the standard format(s) when seeking ~on'pcnsalion in a Roadmap 

proceed ing. 

ConsIstency In DecIsions on Requests for Compensatton 
A number 01 parties ask the Commission to clarify its practic('s, 

largely in an effort to ensure consistency in its treatment "mong (ustomers requesting 

~ompensation. \Ve restate here our policy and practice with respect to six issues: the 

2S The telC(ommunkations roadmap prO<ecOings are Universal Service, R.95-01-020/J.9S-0l·021; 
Local Exchange Competition, R.95-().l-04~/1.95-04-{).l4; Open Access Netv-,ork Architedurc 
Development, R.9341-00J/1.93-04{)02i its offshoot, Operations SuppOrt Systen\S, 
R.97"10-016/I.~·10-017; Equal A«ess (or Presubscription), l87·11-03l; and NRP Review 
prO«'Cdings. 
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application of Rule 76.72., the awarding of interest, discounting requests due to 

duplication among parties, the awarding of an efficiency adder, compensation (or time 

spent traveling, and compensation (or time spent preparing the request for 

compensation. 

Rufe76.72 

In its commentS, TURN raises acontem that the 

Cominission may haVe an unduly narrow interpretation of what COI\Stitutes a final 

dedsiotlfot purposes of compensatton. The issuance of a /lfinal order or dedsi6n" is 
us&s in § 1804 (c) ·as the event that Is supposed to trigger the filing oU, request (or ' 

- - . 

a\"Jard, but it is not defined·within the statUte. The Commission's Rllle 76.72 defines 

final order Or decision. 

"For p~rposes 0( this artidei '{inal order otdedsio~' 
, means an order Or decision that resOlves an issue o-n . . 

which the customer believes it has n'H~de a substantial 
contribution or the otder or-decisi6ncloslng-the . 
pr<xeeding. Ii an .applicaHon for rehearmg challenges 
a decision on an issue on which thecust6mer believes 
It rriade'a substantial contribution, the '(inal order Or 
decisionJ on that issue means the order or decision 

. denying rehearing on that issue, the order ordecisiol1 
that resolves that issue after rehearing, or the order or 
dedsion dosing the proceeding.1I (Emphasis added.) 

We recently took up this issue in conSidering a specific 

Request lor Compensation. In 0.97-10-026, we re-interpreted Rule 76.72 and concluded 

that the pendency of an application for rehearing of a decision should not preclude a 

cllstomer (rom requestirtg, and potentially re(eivin~ compensation fot its substantial 

contribution to that decision. 

Interest 

Sawaya recommends thaf the Commfsslon~s policy of 

adding interest to delayed awards be codified, ot by son\e other equally e((ectlve. 

meartS, the Commlssfon should asslIie that the pOlicy is foflowed tonsisterttty and 

fairly. It is our practice to ordet the subject utiHty to pay interest on compensation 
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awards at the rate eamoo on prime, three-month commercial paper, as reported in 

Fe4eral Reserve Statistical Release G.l3, with interest beginning on the 7Stlt. day after the 

customer filed its compensation request. Sawaya acknowledges that this practice is 

consistently applied, however, he is concerned that delays in what he characterizes as 

lIintermediate stepsll ate not factored into the awarding of intetest. Sa\vaya notes that 

this practice is based solely on decisional authority. 

Sawaya is correct that the Commi~,ion, through deCisions, 

has a40pted and applies a policy o( awarding in:terest [rom the 7StA day after the date cit 
the filing of a. complete compensation request.\Ve believe these dedslo[\s de~rly sta'te 

outP01icy.~ If a compensation request is not filed in compliante with the statute and 

any applicable additional requirements,Hke our matrix requiremerit for 

teJecommtll'lkatlons roadn\ap pro<:eedings~ and an amendment lsnetes...t.ary to bring . 

that request into compliance, then interest should accrue (ton\the 1Stlt. day after the date 

the an\en'dmenf to .the request for compensation was filed. 

Duplication Discount 

The interV~nor compensationgoverntng statutes state an 

intent that the program be adininistered in a n\anner that avoids "unnecessary 

participation that dupliCates the partidpatkm o( similar intetests/' (§ 1801.3(f).) It also 

provides that the participation of a (ustOn'ler that "supplements, (omplemertts, or 

contributes to the presentation of another party" may be compensated. The governing 

statutt-s envision that some participation that Is duplicative may still make a substantial 

contribution. It also envisions that participation which is duplkative may be 

unnecessary and therefore not compensable at all. 

In numerous decisions, we have applied this intent and 

statute tn evaluatlng the contribution of parties. \Ve have recognized duplication 

occurred and determined that (ull compensation is in order (sec, (or example, 

,. See, lot example, D.86-07-009, 0.95-09·125, and D.96-01-027. 
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D.96-08-040). \Ve have also recognized duplication occurred and accepted a proposed 

discount on the requested award of 26% (in D.88-12-085) and, in other cases, applied a 
10% discount to the requested amount (S~, for example, 0.93-06-022). \Vc will continue 

our practice of evaluating substantial contribution in 1ight of potential duplication, and 

apply a discount, as appropriate. That discount may be as modest as 10% or, as CMA 

points out, may result in no compensation. The appropriate amount of the discount and 

the hours or costs to which it will be applied will be determined in each case. 

ElIlclency Adder 

In the past, we have awarded an hourly adder when a 

customer's participation included responsibilities and duties beyond those norma) for 

its role. \Vehave awarded an efficiency adder to attorney hOllrly rates when that 

attorney developed and sponsored technical testimony. For example, in D.91·11·067, We 

awarded a $25 per hour efficiency adder to the hours of a customer's attorney spent in 

the preparation of technical testimony. Wehave likewise awarded an eflidency adder 

to witness hourly rates when that witness performed as hearing rooln advocate and 

prepared briefs. For example, in 0.95-02-066, we awarded a $25 per hour efficiency 

adder to the hours a customer's representative spent during the hearing process 

performing as both a technical expert and advocate during evidentiary hearings and the 

preparation of briefs. Only those hours spent perfol1l\ing the additional responsibility 

were compensated at the higher hourly rate. 

\Ve will continue to apply an emdency adder to 

compensable hOllrs spent perCorming a responsibility beyolld those normal to a 

customer's role when the customer has made a demonstration 01 that effidency in its 

t~quest (or (ompensation.v 

v In their joInt comments. TURN and UCAN. and TURN separately in its comments, argue for 
gteater e((Idency addets. Customers are welcome (0 seek effidency adders in their 
com~nsation requests, and present greater efildenc), adders than those awarded in the past, 
(or our consideration. 
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Travel Time 

\Ve have previously determined that travel time is 

compensable at one-half the normal hourlyrate approved, unless the customer 

provides a detailed showing that the time was used to wOrk on issues (ot which we 

grant compensation.u We will ~ontinue that practice. 

Preparing the Request for Compensation 

\Ve have held in numetousprior decisions that 

compensation requests ate essentially bills (or services, and do not require a lawyer's 

skill to prepare. Accordingly, we have reduced by one half the attorney's rates applied 

to time spent preparing the compensation request, ex<:ept in cases where the 

cOrl\pensation dabn involves technical and legal analysis deserving of compensation at 

higher rates.:t \Ve ate not convinced by the vari()us legal arguments presented in 

comments that our policy is ill-conceived or unlawful. In redudng by·~ the attorney's 

ratc, as appropriate, We arrive at what is in ourjudgement a reasonable hourly fee fo.r 

the servit'e provided. We will continue that practice. \Ve expect parties to. lite their 

requests in accordance with this practice/explicitly stating whether full anomey's rates 

wete applie<t and if so, arguing how the request meets the ex(cption. 

Funding 

In this section, We \vill address the suggestions for reforming the manner 

in which the ~ompensation awards are funded, and the certainty and timing of how 

those funds are dispersed. At present, awards to custo.mers are I'l\ade after a final order 

or decision. The award is paid by the utility which is the subject of the procc'Cding, and 

the utility is then allowed full recovery of the award from its ratepayers. \Vhen the 

proceeding is a rulernaking which affccts many utilities, such as the Local Exchange 

Co.mpetition Rulemaking (R.95-04-043), we have limited responsibility for payment of 

21 See, (or exa~p]e, D.86-{)9-().l6, 0.92-Ot-().t2, and 0.93-{)9-086. 

2' Sec, for example, 0.96-08-023, 0.97-02-(»7, and 0.97-02-048. 
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any award to the former-monopoly utilities, such as Pacific Bell and GTE California 

Incorporated even though other regulated utilities, or their representatives, havc 

participated. 

Because awards arc only madc post-decision, intervenors must fund their 

own participation. In the past, some proceedings have been quite protracted, which 

means intervenors must wait t6 be awarded compensation over extended periods. 

Some repeat intervenors identified the post-decision award and length of time required 

to bring d05ure sufficient to allow a tequ~st for compensation to be made as very 

serious impediments to participation. Theyutge the CommIssion to address these 

impediments in this refoim e{fOIt. The AJkon Report offers rccommendations~to 

improve the certainty aild the timing of awards. 

Our present approach to funding inteNenor participation presents two 

issues for utility participants responsible (or funding the awa~ds. The issues arise from 

the Commission's ~(f()rts to foster competition in the provision of telkommtinkations. 

and enetgy services. First, the (ormer-monopoly uti~lty participants want the 

Commission to btoaden tesponsibility i6r paying awards to include new market 

entrants. Second, theSe utility participants assert thatJ in a competitive environment, 

shareholders, and not ratepayers, are funding a greater portion of intervenor awards. 

The AJkon Report presents some options (ot reforming the funding source for 

compensation awards. 

Who PaY$"I 
The Alkon Report cortdudes that, given the reJatively sn\all amount 

of money at issue, the current approach to funding intervenor compensation is not 

problematic. However, it identifies two options for change. First, the obligation to pay 

could be limited to the biggest utilities involved in the proceeding. Second, the whole 
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program could be transferred to the Commission, and the funds collected through the 

user fee included in the rates paid by utilities.},) 

A number of parties presented options in addition to the options 

identified in the Alkon Report. The Utility Members support funding the intervenor 

program through the user fcc, but also ask the COillmission to support legislation to 

expand fee collection to indude unregulated energy proViders. ORA/CSD and DOD 

agree. CALTEL recommends transferring responsibility for payme~t of intervenor • 

funding to the CommiSsicn\ budget as partof ORA's responsibilities. CAUSE and DCA 

would have intervenor awards dravin ftom the Commission's budget, but do not 

provide for increasing the user fee to ac(om'tt lor the additional costs the Commission 

would incur. A few of the small interVenors suggest that the 'funds supporting ORA 

should be used to fund intervenor totnpensation and that ORA be eliminated.)) 

The present system works quite well for proceedings initiated by a 

utility or a complaJnant. It is dear under these circumstances who the "subject of the 

hearing, investigation, or pl'Q(eeding" is (or purposes of applying § 1807. It is also quite 

clear when the proceeding is an enfortemenl action initiated by the Commission.ll 

HoWevcr, when the Commission is establishing policy affecting an industry (i.e., 

el«trit restructuring), or aU regulated Industries (i.e., revision of our Rules of Practice 

)J Pursuant to § 4)1, et. seq., the Corrunissfon ha.s bc€n authorized to coiled (ees (tom every 
"eledlkal, gas, telephone, telegraph, water, SC\'r'er syst('ffi, heat corporcltion and every other 
public utility proViding sef\'i~ directly to customers subject to the jurisdiction of the 
(ollU1\ission other than a railroad, cX(ept as othenvise provided in Article 2 (collU1\endng \vith 
Section 421)." The total elmount of the lees, together with the fees collected (rom regulated 
(Offimon(arriers and related businesses, and other funds (e.g. federallunds), is to equal that 
amount estclblished In the authorized Commission budget. In § 401, et. seq., the legislature lays 
out how it intends the Commission spend the ooltectcd lees. 

,. These parties do not acknowledge that § 309.5 rcqui res the Commission to have a division 
that represcnts the interests 01 public utility custOmers and subscribers in Commission 
pr<x~ings. 

»GeneraUy, these circumstances will result in the proceeding being c.ltegorized as either 
"adjudicatory" or "ratesetting." (See Rule 5(b) and (c).) 
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and Procedure), as is generally performed in rulemaking proceedings, we have 

regarded the application of § 1807 administratively difficult and cumbersome." 

Continuing with the current system in rulemakings, an approach advocated by some of 

the commcnters, would unfairly assess the costs on some, but not alt of the subject 

utilities. Obligating only the biggest utilities to bear responsibility lor funding an award 

would be an improvement, but would also be unfair. 

Under § 1807, we have authority to order aU subject utilities to 

contribute to any award of compensation. Because each share of that payment could be 

very small and therefore administratively burdensome On both the utility and on the 

intervenor who would ultimately coll~t a very small payment (rom a large number of 

utilities, we have been reluctant to order all subjed utilities to contribute. As 

competition in the tete<:on\ffiunications and energy SC(tors takes hold, the current 

system becomes unduly unfair. 

_ The tack of fairne.$.S in the current system of obligating only the 

biggest utilities to bear responsibility for funding an award in a rulemaklng outweighs 

the claims of administrative burden on the utility and the intervenor. Therefore, when 

the pr~eding is a rutemaking which afleds an industry or industries, and not just a 

utility or class of utilities (that is, when it is categorized as "quasi·legislath'e"), 

responsibility (or the payment of any awards of com~ensation should be more broadly 

shared among regulated industry participants. In the dralt decision, parties were 

invited to present the Commission with a legislative proposal for its consideration. The 

proposal would amend §§401 and 43110 provide fOr the collection of intervenor 

compensation fees in the same manner that the Commission user fees ate collected. lhe 

proposal would create a lund lor compensating customers, when their parlicipation 

was in a "quasHegisiative" proceeding where policy affecting an industry, or all 

1) Genecc11ty, such rulemaking proceedings will be categorized as "quasi-Iegislative:' (See 
Rule Sed).) To the extent spedfic utilities arc named as respondents to such a rutemaking it 
may be dear who is the subjed utility tor purposes of apptyhlg § 1807. 
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regulated industries, was established, and that participation met the requirements of the 

intervenor compensation program. In the interim, the draft decision concluded we 

would assess responsibility on the largest utilities. However, largely based of the 

comments of AT&T/Mel and TURN, we reject thts approach. 

AT&T /MCI argues that the interim approach would allow smaller 

carriers to obtain a "free ride" in rulemakings by requiring Jarger carriers to absorb 

their burden of funding intervenor compensation. AT&T/Mel disagree that it is 

administratively burdensome, either lor subject utilities or intervenors, to assess 

responsibility on all utilities. 

TURN, in arguing in support of the interim propOsal, actua1ly 

convinces us that it is unfairly discriminatory and arbitrary to continue to limh 

responsibility (or payment o( compensation awards to a subset of ai£ected utilities. 

TURN suggests the revenue and sales amounts used to determine who would pay 

under the interim proposal be used instead as an initial screen. After determining which

participating utilitles have revenues or sales above the amounts, TURN suggests the 

Commission then choose no more than five of those utilities to actually pay the award. 

It argues that since total annual awards are quite small, relative to the revenues 

generated by utilities, the risk of competitive harm is slight. TURN's suggestion that we 

limit responsibility (or payment of awards to no more than five of the largest 

partiCipating utilities is arbitrary, and in considering it, we realize the interim proposal 

is not much less arbitrary. \Ve had been persuaded thai the administrative burdens on 

the utilities and intervenors of a more broadly shared responsibility (or paying awards 

outweighed any unfairness. Having considered TURN's suggestion, and AT&T/Mel's 

disagreement that any administrative burden would be bome by them, however, we 

are persuaded that the interim proposal would be unduly unfair to the Jargest utilities. 

AT&T/MCI propose an alternative to the interin\ proposal and the 

legislatively (Cealed user (ee approach included In the draft decision. AT&T fMCI 

propose that once a request for intervenor compenSation has been made ina 

ruremaking, al1 reguJated companies a((eded by the proposed rulemaking submit their 

CaJi(ornla-jurisdictional revenues (or the most recent calendar year, total those 
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submissions, and apportion responsibility (or intervenor (unding based on each affected 

regulated company's per<:entage of the total. Whether a utility actually participates in 

the proceeding would be irrelevant; all affected regulated companies would bear 

responsibility for paying any a\vard. Mel argues that such an approach would place 

competitors in a position to be (acing romparable cost responsibility and avoid the 

"free-rider" benefits small carriers gain by not sharing in the costs o{ the program. 

TURN points out that for companies which have dedded that participating in a 

Commission procccding is worth the cost, ultervenor compensation is a foreseeable 

expense of litigation. 

In our revised draft decision, we agreed with TURN that it is 

appropriate that utilities participating in a proc'eeding pay the cost of compensation 

awatds. \Ve stated that we would exercise the authority we have under § 1807 to order 

all subject utilities, regardless of size or historic regulalory practices, to contribute to 

any award of compensation, with one exception. We would not require all utilities 

af{etted by a nlh'making to contribute. In rulemaking proceedings, we stated that we 

would regard "subject utilities" for purposes of § 1807, to be all utilities, appearing on 

their own or through a reptesentatl\'e or association, participating in a proceeding. All 

such participating energy, water, and telecommunications utilities would be directed to 

pay the cost of any compensation awards in the proceeding. \Ve would allocate 

responsibility for paying any compensalion awards ao\ong these utilities on the basis of 

their California-jurisdictional revenues for the most tcrent calendar year. As 

AT&T/Mel suggested, we would total these revenues and apportion responSibility for 

intervenor fundil\g based on each company's percentage of the total. 

In cOn\ments on the revised draft, a number of parties object to the 

proposal that all participating utilities pay toward any intervenor compensation awards 

in quasi·lcgislative proceedings. They point out that the revised draft does not eliminate 

the lI(ree·rider" problem and that it may chill utility participation in Con\mission 

proceedings as utilities opt out o{ participation to avoid the uncertain cost of intervenor . 

compensation. Payment ftool utilities participating through associations has 

administrative problems since during the course of a proceeding, association 
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membership may change. In addition, some are concerned that the proposal fails to 

address the uneven cost responsibilities in quasi-legislative energy proceedings sin~e 

the proposal would only have utUitics, and not their energy competitors, like energy 

service providers, contribute toward any interVenor a\vard. CALTEL and the 

Telecommunications ReseHers Association argue that it is bad policy and 

unconstitutional for the Commission to compel utiHties t6 fund intervenor participation 

in quasi-legislative proceedings because to do so requires them to fund the legisJati\'e 

advocacy o( their adversaries in the Commission's administrative hearings. Most of 

these commenters advocate that the Cornnlission adopt the proposal (){fered in the 

November dralt decision to fund hllervenor compenSation in quasi-legislative, 

rulemaking proceedings through amendments to the lIser (ee, while some advocate that 

the limitation of the revised draft's proposal to IIpartidpating" utilities be eliminated. 

Others areconcemed that expansion of the"payment responsibility 

will (rcate extrell\~ly burdensome coJlediort responsibilities since it may requite an 

intervenor to collect small amounts of money (rom dozens of dii(erertt parties. these 

parties tend to adv()('ate (or little change tn the current approach to funding 

inten'ention in rutemaking prO(eedings. 

The proposal to fund intervention in quasi-legislatlve, rulemaking 

proceedings by amending the user fee statutes to include an allocation for 

compensating intervenors is disfavored by the Commission (or (our reasons. First, we 

believe it would constitute a hidden tax. Second, it n,ay communicate a greater 

permanence to compensated intervention in quasi·tegisJalivc, rutemaking proceedings 

than the Commission is prepared to state, especialty in light of our earlier discussion of 

the changing regulatory environment. We may wish to re-look at our compensation 

policies to update them as new markets emerge. Third, it ellectivety places a cap on the 

amount of compensation that will be awarded in a budget yeM since the annual fee is 

set bast'd on the estimated, rather than realized, budget. As discussed later (n this 

de<:ision, we reject the proposal to impose any cap. Alternatively, to the extent the 

Commission were to underestimate the amount of user (ees that should be coHected to 

fund interVenor compensation, and looked to its remaining user-lee collectoo funds, it 
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would be placed in the untenable position of choosing between funding Commission 

staff and funding intentention by third parties. For all of these reasons, we will not seek 

a Legislative change to fund intervention in quasi-legislaHve, ru1emaking proceedings 

through the Commission's user fee. 

\Ve wiJI adopt the proposal from the revised draft to fund 

intervention in quasi· legislative, rulemaking prOCeedings by requiring all participating 

energy, water, and telecommunications utilities to pay the cost of any compensation 

awards unless a specific UliJily(ies) is named as a reSpOndent. \Ve find the.c0oStitutional . 

argument olE point. The Commission is not a Legislative body. Funding intervention in 

quasi-legislative Commission proceedings is not akin to funding lobbying activities of 

public interest groups at the Legislature. \Ve also find unconvincing the argument that 

the costs associated with intervenor compensation will chill participation - espedaUy 

since at present, the 6 energy and teletommunka~ions utilities requited to pay 

compensation awards from 1994 through 1996 paid .. on average, between $77,000 and 

$512,000 each annually.M As a number of parties remarked} the costs likely to be born by 

participating subject utilities are foreseeable, reasonable, and miniscule relative to the 

revenue opportunities the California markets present and the compensation most 

subject utilities pay their managers. We agree that this new (urtding approach does not 

eliminate the free-rider problem associated with non·participating utilities benefiting 

fron\ the participation of others, but the free-rider problem is present regardless of how 

we fund intervenors. The real problem identified here is that some utilities pay the costs 

of partidpati~n in Commission proceedings to proted thefr interests while a large body 

of utilities benefit from this advocacy without incurring the costs. The relatively small 

additional costs of funding intervenors is dwarfed by the more general problem} and 

this more general problerll is not a subject of this proceeding. Finally, we believe it is 

appropriate to limit the responsibility for payo\cnt of compensation a1Nards to utilities 

)4 These aVClage figures are derivoo (rom Attachment 1to Response of the Utility Members, 
fiI~ March 31, 19'97 in this ruJelllaking. 
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over which we have jurisdiction, and will not initiate an effort to amend the Public 

Utilities Code to expand our authority over non·utility market participants in 

Commission proceedings. 

To implement this approach, wc will require California· 

jurisdictional utilities that participate in our proceedings to havcon Iile with our Public 

Advisor in San Francisco a letter reporting their California·jurisdictional reVenues (or 

the most recent calendar year. 

One problem with implementing thts approach was identified in 

comments. Specifically, when payment OCcurs through utilities rcpreSertted by 

associations, changing assOciation mernbership rna}' make this approach 

administratively diificult. To address this concern we have modified the revised draft 

and propose the following approach for commerttby the parties. We propOse to 

determine responsibility (or payment by members of associations by requiring the 

association to file <'! statement, at the time it seekS party status, in the proceeding 

identifying its participating California·jurisdictional utility members as of that date, and 

verifying that the neccssary revenue report is on file with the Public Advisor. The 

association may deier filing its statement until after Notices of Intent arc due. Sincc 

customers must estimate their cost of participation in their Notices, the total amount of 

compensation, if any, that an aSSO<'iation's n\embers may bc responSible (or paying will, 

at that point, be known.» 

Any participating utility (whether individually or through an 

association) that fails to report its rcvenues may be deemed to have withdrawn from 

» We rtcognizc that atihough we will asSC'SS payment responsibility On participating utilities 
based on their Ca1ifornia.jurisdictional revenues, members of associations may agree among 
themselves to meet the sun\ total of their individual shares based on a. different allocation. We 
will aocept such membcr·"greed-upon variations in payment responsibilities so long as the 
total payment under the mCffibcN\greed·upon variation equals the sum lotal of the payment 
responsibility (akulated from California-jurisdictional reVenues. H a memt>er·agteed-upon 
a1location is to be used, the association should describe it in Hs statement so if awards are 
ordered, the Commission rna}' appropriately assess payment responsibility. 
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participation and will forfeit any rights it otherwise had associated with party status in 

the proceeding. Likewise, an}' association that fails to timely submit a statement 

identifying its utility members and verifying that the necessary rcv('nue report js on file 

may be deemed to have withdrawn from participation and will forfeit any rjghts it 

otherwise had associated with party status. 

The second issue the utility participants raise is the assertion that, 

in a competitive environment, shareholders, and not ratepayers, are iunding a greater 

portion of intervenor awards. Utility Members claim that under AB 1890's rate freeze, 

nO increase in electric rates is allowed [or electric utilities. As a result, Utility Members 

continue, inten'enOr compensation awards ([owcl out competitive transition charge 

(CfC) recovery/leaving insufficient headroom (or ere coJledion at the end of the 

transition period. TelC(ommunicMions utilities claim they have been left in doubt about 

the rec()verability of intervenor compensation costs under the New Regulatory 

Framework since t:,at('S are no longer regulated using a "cost-plus return" approach. 

This issue, as it relates to telecommunications utilities, Is before us 
in the context M an Application (or Rehearing.. so it would be inappropriate (or us to 

speak determinativc1y of it here. However, we note generally that the presence of 

prospective competitors does not, in and of itself, reduce the value to the Commissian's 

decision n\aking process and to ratepayers of broad participation and input in 

Commission proceedings. To the extent a utility is the subject of a proceeding, it is 

appropriate that that utility's ratepayers fund intervenor compensation. That is what 

§ 1807 provides. It states: 

Any award made under this article shall be paid by the 
public utility whleh is the subject of the hearing, 
investigation, or procccdin~ as determined b}t the 
commission, within 30 days. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of Jaw, any award paid by a public utility 
pursuant to this article shall be allowed by the commission 
as an expense [or the purpose of establishing rates of the 
public utility by way of a dollar·lot·dollar adjustment to 
fltes im~sed by the commission Immediately on the 
determination Of the amount of the award, so that the 
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amount of the award shall be fully recovered within onc 
year from the date of the award. 

To the extent a utility, in the face of competition, chooses not to pass the costs of 

intervenor compensation on to its ratepa}'ers, then that is a choke of utility 

management that we resped. From the Utility Members' comments, Attachment I, it 

appears that the amount of money, if any; that their sh~rehoJders may be paying 

toward intervenor compensation is, on average; between $77,000 and $512.000 annually 

per company. 

A number of utility participants also argue that requiring non·rate 

regulated companies to pay intervenor compensation contravenes the above quoted § 

1807. They state that whete the Commission does not (ix the rates of a utility it is 

impossible to meet the statutory requirement. \Ve disagree, however, that our form of 

regulation of, for example, intrastate telecommunications providers does not allow any 

compensation aw~rd paid by such a utility as an expense for the purpose oi establishing 

rates. Such utilities are authorized to include Or not include certain expenses in rates, 

including intervenor compensation costs. \Vhile we agree that when it was adopted, a 

diiferent regulatory scheme prevailed, we do not agree that the present, morC 

permissive authorization to ~t and adjust rates characteristic oi some of the utility 

industries we regulate today contravenes the statute. The Commission/s more relaxed 

(orm of rate regulation still allows the costs of an award as an expense for the purpose 

of establishing rates. Again, if a utility chooses not to indude the costs of an award in its 

rates so that the amount shall be (ully recovered by its ratepayers, then that is a choice 

of utility management that we resped. 

Upfront Determination, Small Claims, and Interim Payments 

The Alkon Report seeks to address the intervenor's COl\('('rns with 

the certainty and timing of awards with three recommended modifications. It suggests 

that each would require legislative action before they would be impJementable. 

The first, an upltont determination of award, would increase the 

certainty an intervenor would have that its participation would be compensable. The 
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Alkon Report rC(ommends it be applied when a good faith standard (or substantial 

contribution is applied. At the notice of intent stage, given the application of the good 

(aith standard, the Commission would have a more authoritative position concerning 

the amount of the award an intentenor could expect. The Commission's ruling on the 

notice of intent would create a presumption that the award would be no higher than the 

amount stated in the notice of intent. The award would not be made until after the final 

order or decision. 

The sc<:ond, would create a fixed fund "small claims" process that 

would compensate eligible customers lor out of pocket expenses, like servite and travel 

costs, on a morc regular basis, regardless of \vhether a substantial contribution was 

made. Disbursement of these funds would be final. Eligibility Cor such funding would 

foHowthe curient eligibility requirements. OI\ceeligibility was established, the decision 

on whether to awardcompensatiot\ would be delegated to the assigned ALJ. An annual 

cap on reimbursement through this fund per eligible customer (and presumably per 

proceeding) would be set al $5,000, or, if the Commission wishes to also fund 

professional fees through this process, the Alkon Report recommends a $10,000 annual 

tap on funds disper$Cd. The balance of the costs. of participation {or an eligible customer 

would be considered through the eXisting request and award process, subjcd to the 

substantial contribution criteria. Ii the custorner is found to have not made a substantial 

contribution, it would not be required to return the funds awarded through the small 

claims prQ(css, but it may not be eHgible to seek reimbursement from the fund for 

participation in future proceedings. 

The third recommendation the Alkon Report makes to lessen the 

impediments to intervenor participation caused by Ihe timing of awards is to cr~ate an 

interim payment mcchc\nism. This rccommendation tracks an approach used by the 

001. Presumably, the (unent eJigibility criteria would be applied. An eligible customer 

could apply Cor interim payments or awards through this nlcchanism if a proceeding 

continues beyond ISO days. The interim award would not be subject to the substantial 

conlribution requirement. Only 80% of the request \ ... ·ould be awarded, with 20% held 

back until the final order or decision of the Commission. Then the substantial 
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contribution requirement would be applied and the remaining 20% awarded if a 

substantial contribution was made, or thc soak interim payment would be returned by 

the customer. Failure to rerum the interim payment would result in thc customer being 

banned from (uture eligibility (or awards. 

As we consider the Alkon Report suggestions and the comments 

filed regarding the certainty and timing of awards, We must bear in mind a significant 

change \VC do not see refle<ted in the comments. Since the preparation of the Alkon 

Report, SB 960 became law, reforn\ing the Commission's decision making piocess. The 

most relevant change (or purposes of the intervenors' concerns regarding the limh'g of 

awards is that for adjudicatory proceedings, the Commission must resolve the 

proceeding within 12 nlonths, and for all other proceedings, the Legislature stated its 

intent that the Commission resolve each pr()(('Cding within 18 months. These new time 

requirements took eUed January 1,1998. The resolution of proceedings within theSc SB 

960 time constrain.ts should mitiga te the concern expressed by some intervenois that it 

is n~essary to wait years befoie the Commission issues a d~isionor order On which an 

intervenor ,may base Its request for compensation. Given the SB 960 time constraints, 

customers requesting (ompensation for substantial contribution to an adjudicatory 

proceeding should anticipate a decision on their request approximately 16 months 

{depending on whether there are any appeals or requests (or review of the presiding 

officer's de<ision) (rom the commencement of the proceeding. For ratesetting and quasi

legislative proceedings, customers requesting compensation should anticipate a 

dtX:ision on their request approximately 22 months (rom the con\mencement of the 

proceeding. 

\Ve recognize that we have not had a good track record in 

addressing requests for compensation expeditiously. \Ve have, however, taken some 

management steps that should improve our abHlty to issue decisIons on requests for 

compensation in a more tin\ely manner. Though the new 5B 960 requirements and our 

management steps should Improve the timing of awards, we belleve further 

consideration of thc Alkon Report upfront determination of award, small claims 

process, and interim awards recommendations arc warranted. 
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Little comment was received on the proposed upfront 

determination of award. Some commcnters appeared to view it as a cap on the amount 

a customer would ultimately be allowed to request (ompensation lor, and objC(ted to 

the proposal on that ground. While ~n upfront determination Dlay have provided SODle 

greater certaint)' of award, si.nce it would not prOVide any entitlement to an award, it 

would sti1lleave the customer at risk. Since we are no~ adopting the good faith standard 

(or substantial contribution, there would be little benefit to customers in providing a 

process for determining, uplront, a mote authoritative e~timate of the amount of a : 

possible award. Therefore, we will not adopt the proposed uplcont determination 01 

award. 

Generally, the individual intervenors who commented on the small 

claims and interim payment approaches the Alkon Report discussed Were supportive Of 

early and frequent compensation, both lor out-oE-pocket costs, professional fees (which 

would include cx~rt advice and attorney lees) and personaltimt:>. M:tny advocate 

funding such costs absent, or with a much-relaxed, standard of substantial contribution. 

Some of the individual intervenors would implement small claims and interin\ payment 

without, or with a much-relaxed, financial htlldship standard. 

We Tc<:ognize that by reducing the accountabmty and (ontrol 

mechanisms, and providing early small claims and interim awards, we would be 

encouraging parttcipation in a manner that would improve the number 01 participants 

in our proceedings. However, we would be (ailing to meet the intent of the statute that 

we administer the program in a manner that encourages effi<cthre and efftcimt 

participation, compensated when a substantial contribution is made. Participation (or 

its own sake is not what the program is intended to ()ster. Therefore, as we look at 

modifying the manner in which we fund participation, we will consider modifications 

that have appropriate accountability and (()ntrot mechanisms. 

Few altemativcs to the small claims and interim payment options 

proposed in the A1kon Report were oUercd. All parties who cOn\mented on the small 

claims proposal, with the exception of CALTEL and \Veil, supported it, but they 

differed on whether only out-of-pocket costs (and not expert and attorney lees or 
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compensation for time) should be (ompensable from the small claims fund. On one end 

of this spectrum was SSCF, et. at It proposed that the small claims approach allow 

consumers to apply (or funding of indep~ndent consumer experts in advance. SSCF, et. 

aI., proposes that compensation (or all reasonable expert's (ees and expenses, when 

incurred on behalf of diverse segn\ents of ratepayers, would be awarded on the basis 

that such participation, per se, makes a substantial contribution, independent of any 

party's actual contribution. On the opposite extreme was a proposal by Bates. Its idea 

was that individual interVenors willing to waive the right to compensation lor their 

time \vould be guaranteed funding (or their out-of-pocket expenses, regardless of 

whether they ultimately made a substantial contribution as defined by the statute. 

\Ve are reludant to lund any costs of participation through the 

small claims process. That process guarantees funding regardless of a substantial 

contribution. Absent a substantial contribution, there is no aSSUrance that ratepayers 

will benefit. \Ve reJurn to the principle that compensated intervention provide value to 

ratepayers. \Ve will not adopt a program, like a small daims process, for awarding 

intervenors absent any substantial contribution determination. 

Finally, we address the third Atkon RePort recommendation for 

improving the certainly and timing of awards: interim payments. Before addressing 

specific comments, we should dear up a misconception held by some (ommenters. The 

Commission presently awards compensation (or substantial contributions to interim 

dedsions. The governing statutes and Our Rules provide that compensation may be 

requested and ultimately awarded when the Commission issues a decision that resolves 

an issue on which the customer believes it made a substantial contribution, regardless 

of whether that decision doses the procccding. This occurs most often in procccdings 

which result in multiple decisions issued in the same docket. \Ve do not wait until a 

proceeding is dosed to consider requests for compensation, unless the customer making 

the request chose to wait until the proceeding was dosed before Wing the request. 

Among those parties who commented on the interim payment 

proposal described in the Alkon Report, it was generally viewed favorably. \Veil 

objedcd to it on the grounds that it would not provide adequate benefit to ratepayers 
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since it would be \tnreasonably difficult to get back the 80% interim payment in the 

event a customer was ultimately (ound to have made no substantial contribution. DMM 

claims the interim awards proposal will not e[(eclively address cost as a barrier to 

participation since costs covered by an interim payment olay ultimately need to be paid 

back. CALTEL opposes the proposal since it ~ould inctease the risk of abuse by 

intervenors more interested in compensation than contributing. SOnle of those 

supporting the concept regard interim payment of little imprc.wen\ent if such a program 

is not Implemented with the good faith standard of substantial contribution. 

As mentioned above, few alternatives to the interim payment 

option proposed in the Alkon Report were offered. Cal/Neva made a suggestion that 

would produce an interim payment without having to wait for the creation of an 

interim payment program like that administered by the 001. Cal/Neva suggested the 

Commission could issue an interim decision on which to base an award as issues ate . 

advan(ed. Forexa.mple,Cal/Neva suggests that the Commission (ould issue an interim 

order which ~()nfirms the status or impact on the ongoing decision·making process of a 

workshop report, consensus proposall or settlement. Without reaching the substantive 

issues the reportl proposal, Or settlement present, the interim decision could determine 

the relevance, applicability, ot procedural impact of the parties' product to any further 

order. Following such an interim decision on procedure Cal/Ne\'&\ continues, the 

Commission could consider requests for compensation from participating customers. 

We find cOillpelling the arguments made by CALTEL, DMMJ and 

\Vcill but not to the point of abandoning interim funding along the lines offered by the 

DOl. Instead l we would prefer a modified version of the DOl approach which would 

increase the likelihood that participation will result in a substantial contribution and 

prOVide ratepayers value white lessening the disadvantages these three parties 

identified. 

Our modified approach to compensation creates an optional track 

an intervenor may elect tor compensated participation. The optional track melds 

aspects of the upfront detcrinination proposal &\nd the interim payment proposals 

included in the Alkon Report and commented on by the parties. The optional track wiJI 
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be avaiJabJe on a proceeding-specific basis, at the discretion of the Assigned 

Commissioner. All decisions regarding in\plementation and oversight of the optional 

track will be delegated by the Commission 10 the Presiding Officer in consultation with 

the Assigned Commissioner. The optional track will onl}' be available in formal 

proceedings. It may provide the party electing to use the approach periodic payments 

throughout the time frame of participation, rather than only after a dedsionl under the . 

condition that compensation will be capped at the amount of the proposed budget 

submitted in the Notice of Intent. It will help to ensure that all issues the assigned 

Commissioner wants addressed will be addressedl and ~t a cost he is comfortable 

matches the value of the information. This is how it would work: 

Step 1. In a ratesetting or quasi-legislative proceeding, the assigned 

Commissioner identifies issuesnecessary for a complete resolution of the proceeding 

but that appear as though they will not be adequat~ly addressed by parties to the 

pr<X'eeding. 

Step 2. The assigned Commissioner assesses the value of getting 

that information. This would be a prelin'inary assessment which would take into 

account the potential benefit to ratepayers of resolving the issue and the relative 

importance of the issue to the overall resolution of the proceeding. 

Step 3. In the $Coping memo ruling, the assigned Commissioner 

announces the issues and the assessed value, and, pursuant to § 1804(a)(I), requests 

expanded Notices of Intent to be filed by intervenors electing the option~l track. These 

expanded Notices of Intent would include the information required under § 1804(a)(2) 

(qualifications as "customer," nature and extent of participatioJ\ on the Commission· 

identified issues, related proposed budget, showing of financial hardship)16 as welt as 

statements of qualifications of the advocates and/or experts that an intervenor has 

)6 While the statute allows the customer to make his showing Of significant financial hardship in 
his Request lOr Compensation, a customer electing the optional track would be required to 
Indude a showing of signlfic.ant financial hardship In his Nolice of Intent. 



preliminarily engaged for the Commission-identified issue. The intervenor would also 

have to provide moddl typed timesheets that show how time/costs will be recorded by 

task and issue. 

Step 4. Any party that may qualiry for intervenor compensation - a 

customer for whom participation without an award impOses a significant financial 

hardship - that wishes to elect compensation through this optional track files an 

expanded Notice of Intent. 

Step 5. The Presiding Officer then evaluates the expanded Noticesl 

evaluating eligibility (is the interVe-nora customer whose participation presents a 

significant financial hardship), assessing the quality of the planned participation on the 

Commission-identified ,issues and the budget (is it reasonable to expend the budgeted 

amount given the assessed value of getting the information). In this track, the budget 

would be the expected ~ompel\satioJ\ award. The Presiding O((icetl in consultation with 

the assigned COlll!l,issionerJ chooses which! if anYI eligible intervenors electing this 

track \vill be assured periodlcpayments up to 80% of its expected compensation award 

during the (ourse of the proceeding. Budgetary supplements may be requested and 

considered. 

Step 6. Pursuant to § 1804(b), The Presiding Officer, in consultation 

with the assigned Commissionerl mles on which, if anYI eligible intervenors electing 

this track Were chosen. The periodic awards would be paid by the utility or utilities that 

are the subject of the proceeding, pursuant to § 1807. 

Step 7. Pursuant to § 18().I(c)J after a Commission decision in the 

proceeding, the intervenor requests compensation. The final payrnent would be made 

only if the intervenor is found to have made a substantial contribution to the 

Commission decisi?n(s) in the proceeding, as defined in § 1802{h) and as required in 

§ 1803. The order on whether the intervenor made a substantial contribution, as 

described in § 1804(e), would not be delegated to the assigned Commissioner or 

Presiding Olficer. The determination 01\ substantial contributton would be made by the 

Commission in a decision, as provided in § 1804(e). If the intervenor is found to have 

not made a substanlial contribution, all payments relating to that issue or issues would 
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have to be returned in the time prescribed In the decision. Failure to retum aU payments 

would make the inten'enor ineligible for any future intervenor compensation award. 

This optional track would only be available in pro<:cedirtgs 

identified by the assigned Commissioner in the scoping memo ruling. Once it party 

elects to participate in it, and is chosen by the Commission, that party cannot, for that 

procrcding and the identified issues, also $€-Ck ('ompensation under the existing, 

permanent ('orilpens.ltion program. However, if not chosen or j( participating On a 

number of isSues not identified foroptiot\al track treatMent by the Commission, 

requesting ('ornpensation under the existing program could be pursued (assuming the 

customer was found eligible.) 

Man}' of the ('omments on the tevised draft ~ddressed the optional 

track, both in terms 01 whether it is workabJe ar\d fair, and whether the Commission has 

authority to implement it under the existing statute. Concerns about its workability artd 

fairness ('entered Qn the (oncentration of power with the assigned Commissioner, its 

('omplexity, the condition that funding be capped at the amount in the proposed 

budget, and that it would constitute an interest-free loan trom the subject utility to the 

utility's adversary. \Ve regard the degree of delegation to the PI'esiding Officer, in 

consultation with the assigned Commissioner, included in the optional track to be 

comparable to the delegation the statute provides to the assigned Administrative Law 

Judge under the existing compensation program. Delegation from the Comnltssion to 

the assigned Commissioner on decisions regarding the S('ope of issues in a ptO(eeding is 

a feature of our eXisting case management (bolstered by the rerent adoption 01 S8 960)/ 

so we do not see the delegation we propose in the initiation artd administration of the 

optional track as a big deparlure from existing practice. The ('ondition that funding be 

capped includes the ability to request budgetary supplements and so is not unduly 

oneroUs given the benefit to intervenors of periodic payments. Given the likely dollars 

at issue/ the argument that periodic payn\ents would constitute an interest-free loan 

and would therefore be unfaird()('s not cause us to rC<:'onsider adoption of such an 

approach. 
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On balance, we believe that although it may involve additional, 

upfront work on the part of the assigned Commissioner and Presiding OUicer, it may 

increase the participation of othenvise underrepresented interests. On that basis, we arc 

prepared lo pursue the optional track and test whether the drawbacks Identified by 

commenters ate outweighed by the benefits of improved detisionmaking it may foster. 

At this jundure, the optional track would be an experimental or 

pilot I>rogram. If successful in providing broad based, e({cclive and eUident 

participation by otherwise 'underrepresented customers, we may consider seeking 

ugislative support lor the optional track as a r('placement, to our existing statutory 

intervenor corripensatioJ\ program. 
. . 

. TURN and the PAO each suggested the CommiSsion consider 

modifying the byla\vs of the Advocates Trust Fund (A TF) as a way to fund 6\.1t-of

pocket Or interim payments~ tuRN suggests this approach would provide the 

CommiSsion with.the funds to (onductan experimentprior to seeking statutory 

amendments, assuming the Commission has legal authority to use the ATF funds in this 

manner. 

'We do not believe the governing statutes support periodic 

payments and do not wish t6 use ATF funds. We are convinced by the commentS on the 

revised draft, especially those of t~e Utility Members, that we need legislative authority 

to implement this periodic payment experiment. Parties are invited to propose 

amendment to the goveming statute to support I'Niodic payments through the optional 

track. 

Call Neva's suggestion that the Commission issue interin\ dedsions 

on whkh to base awards as issues are advanced may also provide some assistance to 

customers within the framework of accountability and (ontrol mechanisms we find 

ncccssary. 

CallNeva docs not address how the Comnlission would award 

fees to the customer for its 5ubsta-ntial contribution to advancing the issue prO(edurall~ 

while not compensating the customer (or advancing the issue sUbstantiVclr. To the 

extent a report, proposal, or settlenlent specifically presents procedural 
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recommendations, and the Commission then issues an interim decision on procedure, 

participating customers could request and may re<eive cOillpensation (or a substantial 

contribution to the procedural decision. In that context, any ices or costs incurred up to 

that dC(ision point toward the substantive issues would ilccd to be segtnented out 6f 

the request (or compensation. Fees and costs incurred on substantive issues ,",ould not 

be compensable untit after a dedsfon on the substance. 

HoweverJ in the poSI-SB 960 culture, Cal/Neva's suggested 
.. ~ ! . 

approach may be of litnitedhelp to customers. Cal/Neva suggests its approach be 
- - -

applied in lengthy t'ulemakings: We d-o no't expect ariy ptoceedingto take lUOie than 18 

months to resolve aiter,SB 960 betomese(fe<tive. Under SB 960, the subjeds of scope of 

issues and procedure (i.e.; hearings necessary or no't) are addressed in the lirst 30 to 60 

days of a proceeding, and culminate in an Assigned Comn\isSloher Rulirtk, not a . 
. . . . 

decision. In light of the sa 960 reforms, it is difficult to foresee a circumstance where a 
. '. .' 

workshop report, ~()nset\Sus proposal, Or settlement wou!d,varrant an interim dedsiori 
- -

on prl'Ke<iute prior to a decision on thesubstance of the proceeding in the IS-month.' 

timeframe. 

Putting aside our skepticism about the usefulness of Cal/Neva's 

proposal in light of the SB 960 reforms, we agree that the substantial contribution of an 

eligibJe customer to an interim decision on procroure should be compensated. We 

invite parties to alert us, through a motion, of the need (or a procedural decision 

confirming the status or impact on the ongoing process of, {or example, a workshop 

report, consensus propOsal, or a settlement. When a procedural decision is issued, 

requests (or compensation for a substantial contribution to the procedural decision will 

be considered, and an interim award may be granted. 

Other Funding Issues 

Annual Funding Cap 
As part of its integrated proposal, the Utility Members ask 

the Con1'misslon to suppo~t legislation that would limit intervenor (om~nsation 
funding to $3 million annually. It derives the $3 n\iilion cap (rom the annual historical 
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payouts lor intervenor compensation made by the Utility Members lor 1994·1996. 

Three million doUars represents the "high-water mark" outlay in 19'96, according to the 

UtiHty Members. The Utility MNnbers argue that other participants in Commission 

pro<eedings operate within budgets, and so should customers. 

In resp6nse, n\ost commentets object to the $3 n\iIlion 

annual cap as arbitrary, contr~uy to the govemingstatute which allows all reasonable 

_costs to be compensated; and inequitable, since it docs not match the spending of the 

Utility Members ~nd ORA. Any cap, soine argue, is contrary to the effort to entourage 

efie<tive and e(ficierlt partkipatioJ\; 

\Ve are'not prepared to en~or$C an annual funding cap. \Ve 

have retained the accountability, and control mechanisms we believe are necessary to 

ensure ratepay~ts receive value (or cOIrtpt>nsated participation-. We do, not expect the 

statutory safeguards against unnecessary, dupJicativ~, obstructivepartfdpatloJ\ to be 

modified ina maJ1her that' will red'uteOUI' ability to protect agairist such unproductive 

participation. 4': .. 

Although an annual cap $uch as that suggested by the Utility 
- -

Members may be viewed as unreasonable or arbitrary, we note that compensation 

under the common fund theory has a case-specific'cap. Where th~re is a common fund 

created as a result ot the participation 01 a party, that party may be awarded a portion 

of the common fund. The amount of the common lund becomes the cap on the 

compensation that ma}' be awarded. 

Our intervenor compensation program has hs roots in the 

common lund theory. Where there is a common lund created in 31'\ adjudicatory 

proceeding before us, or'beneflts 'which aC(rue generally to ratepayers, in a ratesetting 

or quasl-I~gislative proceeding, we believe a'ny cOn\pen~1tion awards l,n that 

proceeding ola)' be a (raction of the common fund or benefits. Compensation for a 

customer's participation should be a fraction 01 the benefit ratepaycr'$ receive as a result 
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of that participation.31 \Ve recognize that "monitizingll the benefits accruing to 

ratepayers as the result of a customers substantial contribution may be difficult, but 

making such an assessment of whether the requested compensation is in proportion to 

the benefits achieved is a usc(ul disdpHne (or ensuring that (1) ratepayers receive value 

from compensated intervention and (2) only reasonable costs are compensated. 

We agree with commenters who argue that the governing· 

statutes provide for the compensation 01 all reasonable fees and costs. Payment to a 

customer in excess of the benefit ratepayers receive as a tesultof thal customer's 

participation would not be reasonable. Practically speaking.. how could ratepayers lind 

value in funding a customer's partidpation \vhere that participation costs more than 

ratepayers will save if the customer prevails? 

The Utility Members' primary argument for the annual cap 

is to impose on customers the discipline to n'lake the most important choices regarding 

\vhat will and wil! not be funded. We expect the lact that intervention may not be 

compensated wilJ discipline customers to budget their participation conservatively. 

Compensation in proportion t6 the benefits ratepayers receive witl also disdpline 

customers to budget their participation in the most e((ective and efficient manner. 

ooD o((crs an altematlve means of controBing 

expenditures. First, it would prohibit IIdient·less" consultants (rom compensation (rom 

the intervenor compensation program, discussed above. Second, it suggests the 

,., In response to this discussion, the Utility Members argue in thetr con\n\cnts that it is not dear 
that the Conurtission currently retains the ability to award intervenor compensation under the 
common lund doctrine. They claim that the specifically enacted governing statutes detail the 
procedures to be used for awarding compensation, citing § 1801.3(<\) legislative intent that the 
governing statutes apply to Jill/olmal proceedings. But we believe that the use of the word 
"aU" was not to est.lbJish the statute as the exclusive means for funding compensation. Rather, 
it was to make clear that the statute was to apply to all types of pr<XX'Cdings, not just 
proceedings involving r"temaking. Beforc the 1992 amendments which codUied the 
I..egislature·s intent, intervcnor compensation was Jinlitcd to participation that involved setting 
rates. We conclude that we conlinue to have the authority to award compensation under the 
common lund thcory in adjudicatory proceedings, as described in CLAM. 
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establishment of "line~item" funding limitations for reimbursable costs. OOD appears to 

envision the Commission would establish, in advan~e of the proceeding, the total per

hour reinl.bursemcnt possible (or each type of activity (or which reimbursement would 

later be sOught. DOD does not elaborate on what types of activities it means (i.e., 

hearings and communicating with other parties). We do not bclievt;this approach 

would be a'drrtinistratively feasible or practical. We do not see participation at-the 

Commission as an activity that is" generic actoss proceedings, nor are participants 

- homogeneOus commodities whose hourly rate for a particular kinde! service or activity 

would be equal. 

Application of thtl § 1806 Rstb "CSptJ, 
ICA andWeil advocate"thaftheCommission adopt written 

~ i. 

guideJines on reasonably comparable hourly rates of comperisaHon for advocates and 

witnesseS. section 1806 states: 

, "Th~cen\-putation of fOrr\pensaHon awatded pursu'aftt to 
SeCtion 1804 shall take into consideration the market rates 
paid-to persorts 01 corriparabJe training and ex~riencewho . 
offer similar services. The c:ompensation a\vaJ'ded t'r\ay not, 
in any casc, ex~eed" the comparable market rate tOt services 
paid by the commissiori or the public utility, whichever is 
greaterl to persons of comparable trainIng and experien~ , 
who are offering sin\ilar services." 

Both Weil and ICA argue that the rates paid by'the 

Commission and the public utilities arc not IIcompa.rable" to rates paid by customers. 

Customers, Weil emphasizes, elfe<tively participate in Commission proceedings on a 

contingency basis since they must win if they are to get paid. In contrast, consultants 

and expert witnesses generally are not paid on a contingency basis. Weil suggests the 

Commtssion survey market rates l\i\d adopt a policy that 50% to 100% of market rates Is 

a reasonable range lor con\pensation rates, and adopt rates iv'thin the range based on 

the qualifications and experience of the custon\er. ICA emphasizes the di((erei\~es in 

hourly compensation between salaried utility and Comn'llSslon advocates and sell· 

employed adv<X.ltes, and calls for sOn\e adjustment that would increase an otherwise 
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reasonably comparable ratc (i.e., the utility cmptoyee ratc of pay) to account for the 

non-billable activities of self-employed persons who appear as witnesses or advocates. 

Through our database of intervenor compensation decisions, 

described below, a survey of the hourly rates paid witnesses and advocates 

participating at the Commission is readily available. As \VeH points out, however; this 

survey only provides information on the rates actually awarded by the Commission. 

Unlike \Veil, we do not believe this fact undermines the usefulness of this information 

as "market rate" information. The hourly rates awarded ate generaJly the recorded ot 

billed costs charged the customer by the expert, and it is reasonable to presume the 

bitted rate is the market ratc, and that it includes whatever the market provides (or the 

non-billable activities of concein to rCA. 

Determining the appropriate hourly rate when the witness 

Or advocate is appearing On behalf of him/herself (and therefore not rendering a bill) is 

morc complex. Hoyvever, the burden to demonstrate what the comparable market rate 

is that the Commission should take into account in considering a request (or . 

compensation is on the customer seeking compensation. Bearing this burden may be a 

barriet to participation, but It is an appropriate burden. Access to the database of hourly 

rates paid in the past, and to the underlying record of specific utiliry, staff, and 

interVenor witnesses' and advO<'ates' experience, should assist customers in meeting 

that burden.~ \Ve will not conduct any additional surve}' of the hourly rates charged by 

witnesses or advocates. 

AdmInistrative StreamlinIng 

A number of contmenters suggested ways the Commission could reduce 

the administrative burdens on intervenors of meeting the requirements of the 

~ We expect that the rates charged ORA and the utilities by their consulting c>.:pert witnesses 
include the rusts (or non-billable activities. Such witnesses are routinely asked on the record 
what hourly rate of (ompensation they are charging lor thelr testimony, so thts information Is 
available. . 
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intervenor compensation program and of participating at the Commission in general. 

Some of these suggestions involve doing more of what we presently do in 

administering the compensation program, and some involve the Commission taking 

greater advantage of existing technologies to lower the costs of parHcipatlon. Generally, 

we are inclined to implement those administrative suggestions which improve upon 

our program without increasing costs or shifting who bears the costs of the 'program. 

Timely Awards 

As noted earlier in this'decision, we have not always addressed 

requests (or (on"ipensation expeditiously. \Ve intend the interim a\vards program to 

help mitigate the cash flow problems which may result lrorn waiting lot a decision on a 

request for compensation. The SB 960 time constraints will also shorten the length of 

proceedings which otherwise may have extended beyond the 12 and 18 month 

deadlines. 

- In additionto these activities which should improve the timing 01 

awards, we have taken some management steps which should improve the timeliness' 

. of awards. Specifically, We have consolidated bOth the responsibility (or preparing 

dcdsions on requests lor compensation, and for reViewing that draft. the presiding 

officer is consulted for insights into n\alters like substantial contribution, efficiency of 

work effort, and duplication atnong parties. 

Outreach 

Many parties commented on ways the Commission (ould in\prove 

its outreach to customers and thereby increase participation in its prO<'ccdings. 

Electronic outreach, an ombudsperson ptogran" and "how to" guides on intervention 

and requesting compensation were among those comments. Some of the suggestions 

reveal that many intervenors are not aware of the outreach we presently conduct. 

Before discussing specific suggestions, we will describe our outreach program. 

Our outreach efforts ate conducted under the Jeadership of our 

Public Advisor. The PAO helps consumerS by providing general partidpatiol\ 

assistance and by providing specific assistance on pending prO<'ccdings. A consumer 
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may learn (rom the PAO generally how to file a formal complaint, how to use and 

comply with Commission procedures, and how to participate in Commission 

procccdings. In a spedfic pending proceeding, the PAO attends PubJic Participation 

Hearings and assists the public in providing oral comments, It also accepts written, 

inforn\al Comments on pending proceedings and then passes those comments on to the 

Commissioners," Ultin\ately, those comments are plated in the correspondence lile (or 

the proceeding. The PAO also provides parties with information on how our rules or 

existing policy and practice may e(fect a pending prO(ecding. The PAO is often called 

upon by parties (or asslstance in preparing and tracking Notices of Intent to Claim 

Compensation ai\d Requests (or Compensation. 

The Commission has assigned Outreach Otiicers to Eureka, Los 

Angeles, and San Diego to ease local access to Commission servkes and information, 

Like oUr PAO, Outreach Officers inform consun\ers on how to resolve complaints with 

utilities and take p'~rt in Commission proceedings. In addition to providing these 

services, Outreach Officers ansWer questions from the media, wor).; with local 

government officials to answer constituent inquiries on Coirimission-related matters, 

and make presentations to local-area service dubs, neighborhood associations and 

organizations. 

\Ve note that approximately ~%of the decisions we have issued 

which address specific requests (or intervenor compensation were issued in water 

proceedings, No party among those commenting in this rulemaking were water 

companies .. their associations or representatives, or individual consumers, or groups .. 

who identified themseh'cs as customers of private water company services. We arc 

perhaps 0\05t in need of imptoved outreach to private water'(ompany (onsumers so 

that we can be sure their views are contributing to our dedsion making in water 

proceedings. 

)t Written .. inlorm~l (omrrtents may take the lorm of a let-fer to the COfl\Il\ission sent either 
through the mail Or to the Public Advisor"s elcdroruc address, 
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A number of parties encourage us to make greater usc of elecI ronic 

oUlreach. As described in more detail below, We have a webpage that provides 

information to people ink'tested in gelling to know more about the Comrnission 

generally, and about specific pending matters. lVe have a project underway to increase 

the usefulness of the webpage to repeat participants and first·time participants. Our 

Public Advisor may be contacted through electronic mail by way of a link on our 

webpage or directly at "public.advisor@cpu('.ca.go,,;1 or 

"public.advisor.la@cpuc.ca.g(')v.1I 

Commenters also suggest the Commission appoint an active 

community member as an ombudsperson for a geographic region and utility. The 

Alkon Report suggested that an ombUdsperson progrant could be used to identify, 

educate and train community members, presumably aboutthe Commission, 

participation in proceedings, and pending matters 0( importance to the public 

gClicrally. 

~s described in the Alkon Report, the ombudsperson program 

would be an extension of our PAO. We are not in a position to, nor are \'te inclined to, 

create new, salaried positiOns of "ombudspersons." A voJunte~r core of ombudspersons 

interested in helping to "get the word out tl about the Comntission and pending matters 

of importance to the public (ould be helpful, but would require additional thought to 

ensure that volunteers ate neutral, properly trained and up-to-date on our procedures 

and pending matters. lVe are not prepared to endorse such a program at this time, sinre 

we received little comment that provided detailed suggestions on these issues. 

However, we direct the Public Advisor to further evaluate whether an in(ormal, but 

clfective, volunteer ombudsperson program (ould be created by using our eXisting 

Outreach Officers and their contacts in their local areas. The Public Advisor should 

report to the Commission his findings no tater than July, 1998. This report should be 

provided to the Commission and the Executive Director, and the Public Advisor should 

be pteparcd to discllss it with the Commission during stafi reports at a regularly 

scheduled Commission meeting. 
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An alternative to the ombudsperson program suggested by leA 

was to provide the public with an "800" number to the PAO that would be periodically 

included in utility bills. The Public Advisor is directed to evaluate the costs associated 

with this proposal, and present the Commission with his opinion on the benefits of it. 

The Public Advisor's recommendation on an "800" nUIl\ber to improve outreach should 

be included in his report on the volunteer ombudsperson program. 

Marty of the (ommenters endorse the development of a I'how loll 

guide to intervention at the Commission and to applying [or intervenor (ompensation. 

The PAa publishes a how to guide which is availab!e {rom the Commission free of 

charge. \Vith the new decision making reforms (ontained in SB 96(), the guide will be 

updated. The Public Advisor is directed to take the comments of the parties filed here 

on a "how to" guide under consideration during this update. 

Electronic Means Toward Reducing the Cost of Participation 

_ The patties are almost unanimous in advocating the CommisSion 

accept filings in electronic form, and that the Commission allow parties to meet service 

requirements through electronic mail. We re(ognize the advantages of electronic 

communication in speed and availability of information dissemination. Under the tight 

time constraints of the recent SB 960 reforms, qulckly disseminating information so that 

parties may react within the stahttory deadlines has become eVen n\ore impottant.tO\Ve 

have already embarked on a fairly aggressive effort to utilize electronic communication 

to improve our outreach to consumers and stakeholders, and to minimize the costs of 

participation. 

Since 1994 we have been noticing Commission actions, activities 

and requirements through the internet. The Cornn\ission maintains its own "home 

pagetl (internet site www.cpuc.ca.gov) wher~ interested members of the public may 

to S8 960 (ch. 96-856) created, (or exanlpte, the opportunity (or a party to appeal a ComnUssfon 
determination 01 the naturi', or "category," of a proceeding within 10 days of that com.mission 
action. 
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readily access our Daily Calendar, general information about the Commission, and 

information, including decisions and rulings, in major proceedings, such as our Electric 

Restructuring Pros:eeding.n More recently, service lists (or most of our active 

proceedings, including this docket, arc available on the internet, and may be 

downloaded to an intervenor's personal computet when a mailing to all parties on the 

service list is needed. ,-
\Ve intend to institute electronic filing and included revising our 

rules to accomplish this .task in our 1997 \Vorkplan. The real money-saver to parties, 

however, is in allowing parties to meet service requirements through electronic means. 

The technical details of accomplishing this, and other enhancements to notification to 

parties and access to format and informal filings, is a task described by our Executive 

Director in his announcement creating alld convening the Electronic NotiCe and Access 

Technical Group.u Rules revisions necessary to proVide (or electronic notice and access 

will be acc()n\p1is~ed through a separate nlternaking. Vie ex~t to initiate the 

rule making by the first quartet of 1998. 

Database of Intervenor Compensation Issues 
The PAO has created a database, using Microsoft Access, to track 

information contained in the compensation decisions. Each decision has bC€J\ broken 

down into categories, which include, [or example compensation decision number, 

proceeding number, intervenor, total amount requested, amount awarded, and 

substantial contribution. The database also contains information on hourly fees per 

witness, specifying the name and lype of witness. The database can be searched for key 

concepts such as disallowances, reimbursement rates (or travel time, time spent 

preparing requests (or compensation, or use of market rates. Compensallon decisions 

can be grouped by proceeding number and total awards per intervenor, ot to find the 

II We are working toward making al1 Conunission decisions and rulings available. 

tl A copy of the a)\nounCl~ment is contained in Appendix E. 
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average hourly rate (or a witness. This database provides an enhanced version of the 

(unction the Atkon Report envisioned for the n\atrix of intervenor compensation 

decisions. It will be searchable on the Commission's website and will i\lso be available 

(or downloading in its Access (ormat at the website. 

N&xt Steps 

\Ve have identified three areas \vhere We beUeve amend.ment to the governing 

statutes may be appropriate. \Ve have asked parties to present us withspecWc 

suggested Jallguage. When Assigned CommisSioner Knight issued his ruling on sCope, 

he allowed (or discussion among partiesoi modification proposals. 'Wedo not direCt 

any such lurther discussion, however} parties ate not prohibited (tom meeting and 

oonferring on legislathie proposals prior to presenting us with any such proposals.o 

Parties ate invited to present suggested amendmentS "to Public Utilities Code 

§§ lBOi(b), 1802{h) and 1803, as requested in this order, and more generally to the 

governingstatute-to provide support (or the optional track as a means for awarding 

periodic payments. Suggested amendments should be presented in writing to th~ 

General Counsel no mote than 30 days from the effedivc date of this decision. 

Before each legislative sessionl it is our standard praclice (or the General 

Counsel's Office to prepare for the Commission's consideration the legislative 

proposals it recommends the Commission sponsor b\ that session. We direct the 

General Counsel to prepare a recommendation (or legislative changes to the intervenor 

compensation governing statutes, as described abovel based on this decision and the 

responsive proposals parties present, for our consideration. 

In the evcnt any legislative reforms we may seek are not adopted l we may wish 

to reassess the intervenor program and determine if (urther modifications, within the 

o Conunissloner Knight's ruling on scope also envisioned that a second decision may be 
necessary in the e\'enl we needed further discussion of modification prOpOsals. Since lye have 
not dirccted any further discussion and we adopt or [ejed aU of the proposals presentool there 
Is no need (Or a further decision. 
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existing statutory construct, are appropriate. If so, we will open" new rulemaking and 

seek additional input from interested stakeholders. 

Findings of Fact 

1. \Ve initiated this ru]emaking and investigation by inviting comment on our 

intervenor (ompensation progrant. We stated that we would consider changing the 

rules, regulations, and policies which govern the program: \Ve acknowledged that some 

changes to the prograJ\\ would need to be considered by the Legislature since (or the 

change to take effect would require changeS in the gOVerning statutes, Public UtilitieS 

Code§§ 1801-1812. 

2. Con1prehensive review of the intervenor compensation progran\ is appr6priate 

at this time because the regulatory environment for some of the industries the program 

applies t6 has changed sinte the inception of the program} and eVen since themoie 

recent legislative amendments to the governing statutes. 

3. Participation in Our formal poticy developm'ent pio<eedings by a bt6a~ base of 

consumers has aided our efforts. As We progress Iront policy development to policy 

implementation in the telecommunications and energy industries, we continue to 

believe that a broad base of public input, when not otherwise representedJ can assist us 

in perleding the restructured marketplaces. 

4. \Ve do not believe that the intervenor compensation program is no longer 

needed, or should be "sunset" or phased out, now that restructuring o( the 

telC(ommunications and energy industries is well under way. 

5. When customers no longer make a substantial contribution to the Contmission's 

dedsiol\ making, the progr.tm, by its own govenling statutes, will no longer provide 

customers compensation. 

6. The tdorms embodied in 58 960 will greatly aid the custorner interested in 

partkipating in a Commission proceeding where hearings are held. 

7. As a result of the S8 960 reforms, some of the uncertainties that have chronically 

saddled customers interested in participating in a Commisslon proceeding will be 

significantly reduced, though not eliminated. 
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8. As we reviewed the comments and considered changes to our intervenor 

compensation program, we bore the principles in Appendix A, as modified, in mind. 

We \VilI also keep them in mind as we consider specific, future requests (or 

c:ompensation that may be filed in our dockets. 

9. \Ve regard the instruction to compJainantsin D.95-10-05O (Gr;1ISUad v. PG&E) 

suffident guidance on the eligibility (or interVenor funding lor complah\t actions. 

10. toeal government public education institutions are a unique and important 

(ustomer, whose views, absent the partkipatlonofSPURR/REMAC, ate otherwise 

absent from out pr<Keedings. \Ve therefore would support a Legislative amendment to 

make it dear that local public education Joint Powers agencies, like 5PURR/REMAC, 

are customers able to avail themselves of our intervenor compensation prograol. 

11. We do not" support the spedal exceptions to § 1802{b) that DCA seeks. We are 

empathetic to the budget constraints state government agencies face, and the internal 

choices each entity must make about allocating the resources the Legislatu're dedicates 

to their achieving their-missions. The focus of the intervenor compensation program 

should remain on redudng the barriers to participation customers and their citizen

advocacy groups lace. 

12. Groups should hldkate in the Notice of Intent the percentage of their 

membership that arc residential ratepayers. Similarly, a "representative authorized by a 

customer" should identify in his Notice of Intent the residential customer or customers 

that authorized him to represent that customer. 

13. An intervenor's motivation lor partkipating in a Commission proceeding 

can~ot be determined with precision, and an intervenor's occupation, in and of itself, 

should not preclude that intervenor (rom requesting compensation lot participation. 

However, the intervenor must show that he will represent (uslomer interests that 

would otherwise be underrepresented. 

14. If an eligible intervenor makes a substantial contribution to a Commission 

proceeding, the Coillmission should award reasonable compensation without 

reservations related to that intervenor's occupation or possible motivations. 
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15. As the telecommunications and energy industries become increasingly 

competitive, the participation o( third-party customers may not be necessary (or a (air 

determination of the proccediJ\g as described in § 1801.3(f). 

16. The governing statutes make an Important distinction between groups and 

individuals both in tern\s of meeting the definition of customer and in demonstrating 

significant financial hardship. 

17. For ease to the mlen'cnor and to minimize the administrative burden on our 

staff, we WiHestablish a procedure and model filing (or individual intervenors to obtain 

a protective order (or use in intervenor tompensation pro<eedings. 

18: Modifying "substantial contribution" to iJ\clude a IIgood faith participationN 

standard for certainl non-litigated proceedings will so reduce the accountability and 

control value of the standard as to make it meaningless. 

19. A broader substantial contribution standard, which affords the Commission 

greater discretion .to make an award, while being tangibly defined so as to ensure value 

to ratepa}'ecs, n,ay OVercome the discouraging effect the present definition has on the 

presentation of novel and creative tecommendations. 

20. Regardless of whether we take a broad or narrow view of what constitutes a 

"contention Or recommendation" under § 1802(h), we will continue to require allocation 

01 ('osts and time by task and subsMnti\'c issuc. 

21. In the past, board members have been reimbursed (or their rcasonabl(' 

expenses and rci:cived a per diem. \Ve are not convinced by any party that this practke 

should change. 

22. In D.97-1O-026, we re-interpreted Rule 76.72 and tonduded that the pendency 

of an application for rehearing of a decision should not preclude a customer from 

requesting, and potentially r('(elving, compensation for its substantial contribution to 

that decision. 

23. The Commission, through decisions, has adopted and applies a polley of 

awarding interest {rom the 7S fJt day after the date of the filing of a complete 

compensation request. 
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24. \Ve will continue our practice of evaluating substantial contribution in light of 

potential duplication, and apply a discount, as appropriate. 

25. \Ve will conUnue to apply an efficiency adder to compensable hours spent 

performing a responsibility beyond those normal to a customer's role when the 

customer has made a den'lonstration of that eUiciency in its request (or compensation. 

26. We have previously determined that travel time is compensable at one-half the 

normal hourly rate approved, unless the customer provides a detailed showing that the 

time was used IOW6rk on issues {or which We grant compensation. \Ve\vill continue 

that practice. 

27. We have reduced by one halt the attorney's rates applied to time spent 

preparing a compensation request, except in ~ases whete the cornpensationdaim 

invoh-cs technical and legal analysis deserving of compensation at higher rates. 

28. The present system (or funding compensation awards works quite wellloi' 

proceedings inhiaJed by a utility or a compJainant.1t is dear under these circumstances 

who the "subject of the hearing, investigation, or pr~ing" is for purposes of 

applying § 1807. It is also quite dear when the proceeding is an enforcement action 

initiated by the Commission. 

29. In most rulemakings, where policy affecting an industry or all regulated 

industries is established, sele<tive application 01 § 1807 is unduly unfair. 

30. We find unconvincing the argument that the costs associated with intervenor 

~ompensation will chill participation - especially since at present, the 6 energy and 

telecommunications utilities required to pay ~ompensation awards (rom 1994 through 

1996 paid, on average, between $77,000 and $512,000 each annually. 

31. It is appropriate to limit the responsibility for payment of con\pcnsatfon 

awards to utilities. \Ve will not initiate an effort to amend the Public Utilities Code to 

expand our authority Over non-utility market participants in Commission proceedings. 

32. In order to implement a broader-based funding approach, California

jurisdictional utilities that participate in OUr proceedings should lite with our Public 

Advisor tn San Francisco a leUet reporting their California-jurisdictional revenues lor 

the most r('(cnt calendar ycar. 
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33. When utilities choose to participate in a quasi-legislative, rulelnaking 

proceeding through an association, the association should me a st~tement in the 

proceeding identifying its Califonlia-jurisdictional utility members as of that date, and 

verifying that the necessary revenue report is on file with the Public Advisor. 

34. Since We are not adopting the good faith standard for substantial contribution, 

there would be little benefit to customers in providing a process for determining, 

upftont, a mOre authoritative estimate of the amount of a poSSible award. 

35. By reducing the aC<'ountability and control mechanisms, and providing early 

small daims and interim awards, \ve \vould be encouraging participation in a manner 

that would improve the number Of partidpantsin our proceedings. However, we 

would be failing to meet the intent of the statute that we administer the peogTa", in a 

manner that encourages t//eclit't and efficient participation, compensated when a 

substantial contributIon is made. 

36. Absent a ~ubstantial contribution, there is no assurance that ratepayers will 

benefit from the participation of a customer. 

37. \Ve find compelling the arguments made by CALTEL, DMM, and Weil, but not 

to the point of abandoning interim funding along the lines offered by the DOl. Instead, 

we create an optional track an intervenor may elect which would increase the likelihood 

that participation will result in a substantial ~ontribution and provide ratepayers value 

while lessening the disadvantages these three partics identified. 

38. The optional track should be available in formal proceedings, on a proceeding· 

specific basis, at the discretion of the Assigned Commissionerl with implementation and 

oversight delegated to the Presiding Officer. 

39. The optional hack may provide the party electing to use the approach periodic 

payments throughout the timeframe of participation under the condition that 

compensation wil) be capped at the amount submitted in the Notice of Intent. 

40. The substantial contribution of an eligible customer to an interim decision on 

procedure should be (ompensated. 
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4 t. We are not prepared to endorse an annual cap on intE.'rvenor COillpensation 

awards. We have rE.'tained the accountability and control mechanisms we believe ace 

necessary to ensure ratepayers receive value for compensated participation. 

42. Compel\Sation for a customer's participation should be in proportion to the 

benefit ratepayers receive as a result of that parltcipation. 

43. \Vhcre a (ol1\I1\on fund is created, or benefits which accrue generally to 

ratepayers from participation in a ratesetHng or quasi-legislative proceeding, payment 

to a customer in exceSs of the benefit rat~payers receive as a result of that customer's 

parlidpation would not be reasonable .. 

44. We do not believe the line-item funding limitation approach would be 

administratively feasible or practical. 

. 45. Through Our database of intervenor compensation decisions, a survey of the 

hourly rates paid witnesses and advocates participating at the Commission is readily 

available. 

46. A volunteer core of ombudspersons interested in helping to "get the word outU 

about the Commission and pending matters of importance to the publiccould be 

helpfuJ, but would require additlonal thought to ensure that volunteers are neutrat 

properly trained and up-to-date on our procedures and pending matters. 

47. Ru}('s revisions necessary to provide (or electronic notice and access will be 

accomplished through a separate tulemaking. 

48. The PAO has created a database, using Microsoft Access, to track information 

contained in the compensation decisions. This database provides an enhanced version 

of the function the Alkon Report envisioned for the matrix of intervenor compensation 

decisions. It will be searchable on the Commission's website and will also be available 

(or downloading in its Access (orillat at the website. 

49. No party argued in comments on the {jrst proposed opinion that hearings arc 

needed. :rItere arc no material disputed facts on which the Commission must make a 

finding. There is no need (or non-evidentiary, legislative style hNrings. 
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ConclusiOns of Law 

1. The Petition for Leave to Intervene as a party nlade by the GreeJ:l.lining Institute 

and Latino Issues Fomm'(jointty) should be granted. All other interested persons that 

filed and served comments compJied with the "party status'" prO<'ess laid out in 

Ordering Paragraphs ~ and 3 of the rulemaking/investigation and/or made an 
appearance at the prehearing conference. They are granted party status. 

2. The law authorizes intervenor funding in complaint proceedings. The 

Commission's determination in Milfoll Grimltad v. Pacifit Gas and Elce/rit Co., cited 

ab6ve/ provides (ustomers instruction on when they may be eligible (or compensation 

in a complaint case. 

3. \Vhere, as the result of the Notice of Intent, the ALJ preliminarily determines 

that the participation of third-party customers is not n~essarYI theAL) shall issue a 

ruling (otherivise discretionary under § 1804(b}(1». 

4. It is al'gua~te that SPORR/REMAC fall into the governmcntexdusion in 

§ 1801(b). 

s. \Vhen filing its Notice of Intent, a participant should state how it meets ~he 

definition of customer: as a participant representing consumers, as a representative 

authorized by a custonterl or as a representative of a group or organization that is 

authorized by its bylaws or articles of incorporation to represent the interests of 

residential custon\ers. A group or organization should provide a copy ot its articles or 

bylaws, noting where in the document it is authorized to represent the interest of 

residential ratepayers. 

6. The law defines significant financial hardship arid sets two standards: the 

"cannot afford, without undue hardship, to pay'" standard and the "comparison test" 

standard. 

7. The "cannot a((ord, without undue hardshipl to pay'l standard applies to a 

participant representing custon\ers and a representative authorized by one customer. 

The grcup Or organization authorized by its bylaws to represent (\1stomers must meet 

the "comparison test" standard. 
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8. We will determine which of these two standards should be applied to a 

representative authorized by a group of custOn\ers (but without authorization in its 

bylaws or articles) given the form of cuslo~\er asserted and the customer's specific 

financial hardship showing. 

9. Upon issuance of the notice of the availability of the standard (ormat(s), aU 

customers participating in Roadmap proceedings should uSe the standard format(s) 

when seeking compensation in a Roadmap proceeding. 

10. The Commission should <'ontiitue its longstanding practice of providing per 

diem, and not intervenor compensation, for the p~rtidpation-of a ~ustoJrter' on a limited· 

membership board. . 
11. \Ve are not convinced by the various legal arguments presented in comments 

that our policy of reducing by ~ the attorney's rate, as appropriate, is ill-conceiVed or 

unlawful. In. reducing by ~ the attoriley/srate we arrive at what is in. our judgement a 

reasO'nable hourly fee for the service provided .. 

12. Under § 1807, we have auth()rity to order aU subject utilities to contribute to any 

award of compensation. 

13. When the proceeding is a rulemaking which eUcels an industry or industries, 

and not just a utility or dass of utilities (that is, \\'hen it is categorized as "quasi· 

legislative"), responsibility (or the payment of any awards of (ompensation should be 

more broadly shared among regulated industry participants to the proceeding. 

14. Funding intervention in quasi·legistative Commission proceedings is not akin 

to funding lobbying activities of public interest groups at the Legislature. 

15. Any utility participating in a quasi· legislative, nllemaking proceeding 

(whether individually or through an association) that fails to report its revenues to the 

Public Advisor in San Francisco may be deemed to have withdr.uvn [rom participation 

and will forfeit any rights it otherwise had associated with party status in the 

proceeding. 

16. Any participating association with utility members that (ails to timely submit a 

statement identifying its utility members and verifying that the nC(('ssary revenue 
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report is on file may be deemed to have withdrawn (rom participation and will forfeit 

any rights it otherwise had associated with parly status. 

17. The Commission/s more relaxed form o( rate regulation still allows the costs of 

an award as an expense for the purpose of establishing rates. J( a utility chooses not to 

include the costs of an award in its rates so that the amount shall be fuUy recovered by 

its ratepayers, then thai is a choice of utility management that we respect. 

18. We will not adopt a program, like a small claims process, for awarding 

intervenors absent any substantial contribution determination. 

19. Parties should alert us, through a motion, of the need for a pnxcdural decision 

confirming the status or impact on the ongoing process oil (or example, a workshop 

reportJ consensus proposal, or a settleinent. 

20. The burden to demonstrate what the compa-fable market rate is that the 

Cominission should lake into account in considering a tequest for compensation ison 

the customer seeki.ng compensation. Bearing this burden may bea barrier to 

participationJ but it is an appropriate burden. 

21. Since We have found that there is nO need (or hearings, and no party argued to 

the contrary as provlded in the Ruling on Scope, We confirm Commissioner Knight's 

July 2,1997, preliminary determination that there is no need for hearings. Therefore, 

pursuant to Rule 6.6, the rules and procedures of Article 2.5 cease to apply to this 

proceeding. 
\ 

INTERIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. \Vc adopt the principles in Apl'<'ndix A both as a guide for the changes to the 

program, and as a guide in considering future requests (or compensation. 

2. Parties are in\'ited to prescnt suggested amendments to Public Utilities Code 

§§ 1802(b), 1802(h) and lS03, as requested in this order, and more generally to §§ 1801-

1812 to provide sllpp6rt for the optionallrack as a n\eans (or awarding periodic 

payments. Suggested amendments should be presented in writing to the General 

Counsel no more than 30 days (rom the effective date of this order. 
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3. Wc dircct the Public Advisor and the Telecommunications Division to work 

togcther to dc\rclop standard (ormat{s) (ot compliance with the matrix requirement in 

Roadmap proceedings. The standard format{s) should be available for use by 

intervenors no later than 120 days from theel(ecHvc date of thts decision. The Public 

Advisor shall promptly noti~e the avaiJabiJity of thestandard format(s) to all third 

party intervenors in Road map proceedings. 

4. California-jurisdictional utilities that participate iIl our proceedings shall 

annually file with our Public Advisor in San Francisco a letter reporting their 

CaHfornia-jurisdictional reVeliues for then\ost retent calendar year. 

S. Parties ate invited to comment on the proposal for allocating responsibility for 

the payment of any compensatioli awards by utilities participating in quasi-legislative, 

rulemaking proceedings through an association. Specifically, comments on the proposal 

appearing on pages 59-60, Finding of Fact 33 and Condusions o{ Law 15 and 16 are due 

May 14 and reply (omments arc due May 19. 

6. \Ve direct the Public Advisor to further evaluate whether an informal, but 

effective, volunteer ombudsperson program could be created by using our eXisting 

Outreach Ollicers and their co~tads in their local areas. The Public Advisor should 

report to the Commission his findings no later than July, 1998. 11lis report should be 

provided to the Commission and the Executive Djrector, and the Public Advisor should 

be prepared to discuss it with the Conl.mission during stafi reports at a regularly 

scheduled Commission meeting. 

'1. The Public Advisor is directed to evaluate the costs associated with establishing 

a toU-free telephone number, and present the Commission with his opinion on the 

benefits o( it. The Public Advisor's recon1mendalion on whether to establish a totl-free 

number to improve outreach to the general public should be included in his report on 

the volunteer ombudsperson program. 

S. \Ve direct the General Counsel to prepare a rtXommendation (or legislative 

changes to the intervenor compensation governing statutes, as described above, based 

on this decision and the responsive proposals parties present, lor our consideration. 
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9. \Ve direct the Chief Administrative law Judge to ensure that the Administrative 

taw Judges con(orln the procedure used to assess eligibility for and awards of 

intervenor (Onlpensati(m to the chanses to the intervenor compensation program 

administration We adopt today, espedally w1threspC(t to rulings on Notices of Intent. 

This order is efledive today. 

Dated April 23, 1998, at Sa('iamento, California. 

- -

I \ViIl fite a written disSent. 

lsI P.GREGORY CONLON 
Corilmissiorter 

RICHARD A. BILAS . 
- President 

JEssIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M.DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 

COl1'unissionecs 
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APPENDIX A 

Principles 

1. The riming of compensation should serve to facilitate participation. 

2. The Commission should help parli{'S conserve resources by making well-<onsidered and 
timely decisions. 

3. The determination of "substantial contribution" should lea\'e intervenors indifferent as to 
whether they participate in alternative processes orIHig.1tion. 

4. lhe Commission's policies, including those affecting intervenor (ompensationl should 
strive to ensure that all parties participate efficiently and effectively; efficiencies should be 
expccted and extraordinary efficiencies should be rewarded. 

5. The Commission should encourage the presentation of multiple points of view, even on 
the s.lme issues, prOVided that the presentations are not redundant. 

6. COOperation among intervenors should be encouraged where feasible and appropriate. 

7. An intervenor should not be requited to enter into or join a settlement in order to receive 
compensation (or participation in the settlement process. 

8. Eligibility standards should not unduly discourage first-lime and small-party intervenors. 

9. -The Commission should make a timely oiler of educational infonnation, including all 
applicable laws and rules, and standard sample filings, and offer an orientation program 
tor (irst-timl' parties. 

to. the Commission may, upon the participant's tequest, keep confidential personal financial 
information provided by a participant in support of a Request (or Compensation. 

11. The contribution of an intervenor should be eligible for ('ompensation regardless of the 
type of proceeding in which it was made. 

12. In at least some circumstances, it should be pOSSible to receive compensation belore a final 
decision is issued. 

13. An award of interwnor compensation must be determined by the Commission and 
should not be negotiated independently by the parties. 

14. In order to (('('('i\'(' (ompensation, an intervenor mtlst meet the Comnussion's eligibility 
requirements. 

15. The Commission should usc its Outreach and Field Offices to encourage and assist 
intervenors and prospective int~(venors in regions servccl by those offices. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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APPENDIXB 

Model Motion (or Ptotettive Order 
Regarding Personal Financial Information 



APPENDIXB 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

(proceeding caption) (docket number) 

Motion fOr Protective Order of (individual intervenor's name) 
Regarding Peroonal Financial In(ormation 

I have Ciled separately today a (Notice of Intent to Claim Compensation or 

Request (or Compensation), with attached personal finandal information supporting 

my eligibility to daim compensation. I have filed it under seat I submit this motion 

pursuant to General Order (GO) 66-C and request a lin\ited protedive order directing 

that my personal financial information be withheld (rom public inspection. 

CO 66-C § 2.2 exdudesfrom public inspedion "[r)~()rds or in/ormation of a 

confidential nature furnished to, or obtained by the Commission." My personal 

financial information is confidential in nature. Making it generally available for public . 
inspedion would unnecessarily intrude on my privacy. Commission staff should be 

permitted to review this information because it provides facts pertinent to my showing 

of significant financial hardship, which is a component or my eligibility request. I 

rc<ognile lh:tt parties of rerord may also wish to review and comment on this 

information} to dis(ovcr facts that might support related pJe<\dings befoie the 

Commission. To accommodate such review, I consent to the Commission's use of an 

appropriate nondisclosure agreement. 

Dated _ at (localion) . 

{signature} 
(Name) 
(Address) 
(Telephone Number) 

(END OF APPENDIX D) 
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APPENDIXC 

Model Nondisclosure AgteementGoveming pisclosure of An Intervenor's 
Finantial Information' 
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APPENDIXC 

Nondisclosure Agreement Regarding 
Personal Financiallnlormationcof (nauicof intervenor) in 

[docket number} 

I am a party or representative of a party in (docket number}. 

I understand that the personal financial i!,(ormation filed by [name of intervenor) 
in this proceeding is (on(idential, and I agree that I win us'e tbeinformation ortlytor the 
purpoSe of responding to that pers(,n's Notice of Intent to Claim Compensationor 
Request for Compensation. 

I witl not disclose,' copy Or disseminate the confidential1nformation in any 
manner, and I will safeguard the confideritial information from inadvert~nt Or , 

incidental disclosure. I understand thatton(identiality pi6te<tions continue after this 
proceeding is completed. 

Dated ~c _______ at ___ -l.(~IO<'=at=io=n~) ___ -! 

(Signature) 
(Name) 
(Address) 
(Telephone Number) 

(END OF APPENDIX C) 
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APPENDIXD 

Resolution F-62 1 
Inl~rim Advisory COinmittee Standatd of EXp('n5e 

Reimbursement (ot CoIhn1ission Established Advisory Committees 
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1'-1 

WBL.1C UTILiTIES COHM!SS~ON OF 'I'l£E sr>.n:· 0-' OLXTORNL\ 

coKXlSSIOH ,\OVISORY NlD 
~JKP~C~ orvIS IoN 
Ac~ountinq , Finance ~ranc~ 

~ot.t:rtloN t-&21 
Novamb~r 9, 1188 

BtS.~L!ltI.~li 

RESOLUTION F-621, CO~!5$rON ~$OLUTIOH ~o 
).00 P'l' AN INTDUi1 ,\OVI SOR 'l cokKIn S!: STAN O.\.RD OF 
J:xr£!tSE REnmURSL..~ FOR (OKMISSIOlt tST~tJSlr£O 
.\.OVlSOR'i COHKtTI'E~ c:::\t.>.TSO 'to PR()VIDE AOVI~ OR. 
>.DHINtSTR.\TIVE OVi:..-:tSiGirl' at ttUS~ ;tINDS >.NO ()'11[:E:R 

PROG~' 

S~B" 
sy ~Qverat racent decision~ ~~G Cc~i$51on has ordered ~Q 
to~ation ot various AdViso~1 co~itte~s reSFOn5ibla lo~ ~a 
aCalni~t~at!on.oi certain trJs~ funds a~d other proqr~ 
turtded by 81~~er rat~payer contributions or shareholder fUnds. 
These co~ittae~ haV~ e~e~ad ,~¢~ issues Id~titied Ln 
cO~~316n proceedings, or are 1n r~5p6nsa to $p~cltla 
l~qislative action by ~~e c~li!ornla stata Leqislature. tn orde~ 
to rec~iV4 ~~a bene!it ol public input or specit!c eXp~rt 
~iovlGd~., the co~ission had dlrec~~d ~~at ~~esa Advisor/ 
c~~!ttaes include non-ut!lity a~~Grs selected tto~ cons~er 
~~ouns tor ~hich L~e trus~ or pr~q=a= ~as In~tituted. Whil~ ~~e 
utillty =echers are rei~ursed tor thei~ expenses by thoir 
reso~ctl'/e employers, constl;lf!:" re~4esentat!.ves ~ra possil>ly salt
~ployad or a~ployed by a ~~!~d pa~y a~d ar~ not alvays 
rei~Ut~4d tor ~~air e~en~es. To assure the continued 
pa~tcir~~ion by non-ut~lit( repras4ntatives to ~~e AdvisQry 
Co~itta4S, thl~ Resolution establishes an Interi~ Adviso~1 
Co~itt_Q standard ot £xpens4 rGi~urse~ent vhich hencetd~~ 
shall apply to certain Advisor! cc~~lttees. 

Tho Int.ri~ ~dvisorl Co~itte. standard ot Expense Rei~ursement 
tor attandinq scheduled aeetinqs or co~i~sion ordored vor~hops 
or 'o~~l hearinqs directly relat~d to the ~dvls6ry Co=nlt~eG's 
dqeie5 shall be: ac~ual eXF~n5e5 up to ~~e cur~ent libits In 
e(fec~ tor such lte=5 as travel, =eals, par~inq and other 
incidentals AS are applicable tor co~i5sion statf on ottlcial 
duty ~llovable under Govern~en~ code section 19820. At 50QG 
Sub$~qu4nt t~., ~~e co~is$i¢n ~ay reviev ~xpense r6~ur3~aent 
s~Ancl~td5 and adopt a tinal ~~~n~ard applicable to all Ad~i~orl 
coonittus. 
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J!z,cxwwuzm 
The C01:CIu.lor. h41s ~ntly ast.3blb.hed "the tollcvinq AdVi~c)ry 
CQan..1t!:etl!l "hozs. lItel:ib4X":S ara not ra.bbu.r3ad tor thee- .axp~ .. !u 

1. 0;s!;SlJler tfs)titic;ltiqD Advisory C~i.ttte. - pac!!!,::. 
~t c::aAte<i by o-tcuic::n 87-12-<)61 ~ 'Dl.i~ advi30rY 
<:o:cUtt4Q PGr~or::LS the tollovln«1 dut"J= 

P!:'.epara 4. ~tc)1:l.l:' not!t!caticn ot urkGti!~9 ab~~5 in 
or<!~r to at"t:BlZIpt to maka cUsta:ar retu..,ds to 
appropriata C".cst01:l:eX':S. 

M~er~hip i~ co=p6~ed ot Pacific ~el1, cau:!~3ion 
St:at~ t and :l public tI.Ulber3 hot attUiated vith the 
ut:iliti~ Or the col:Cli.:s.sion~ NonG ot t!'1.e p~lic: tsel:ber-$ 
are rl!iJ:Iburs4d Lor expense:s _ . . 

. Thera i:s no COmU~slc)n Aut.!lorlzed tundinqtor t..~1~ . 
Advl~ory Com:r:U.tt;ee. . 

:2. !Z.!sto~er M.,r!'ceting ¢V:enight Advisory COI;!littee -
p~cit~¢ Bell: created by Decision a7-12-067 and Sg-05-
072. This Advisory Cm::.::it~li!.e perfotu the tollQfJUg 
dutle5: 

prepara ~tudie5 on ~~e barketin9 lssue~ involved in" 
Litelin~ se~ice, tal~arket!r.~ pta~ices, and the issue 
ot 3al~s quota5. 

Xecb~rship is co=posed of Pacific eell ~ployees, 1 ~ 
o! Cal!to~ia e~ployee, co~ission stat!, ~~d 8 public 
~embers not altiliated vi~~ the Utilities or the 
COm!liss lon. None of t...~e public ::e~.!H~rs ar~ rei.b.huxsed 
t.or expenses. 

There is no Ca~ission au~ar!led t~,ding tor this 
~dviso~~ co~ittee. 

J. lIot1en , Minoritv au;"ne;F~ InteX'1?rhe~ Advis9ry Boa'tdl 
creatld hy Decision ss-a.-OS1 &n~ subsequ~ntly ~odltled 
by Cecisi()n 89-09-024. This A.dVuory Cotutlttee pertor.:ss 
the tollQvin~ duties: select an operator t9r a 
Cleari.n<;house ot llo~en '" HinoX'i~, Wned Business 
Enterprise~. The Clearinghouse ~ill Verily that the 
businesses are in conplianca vi~~ ~e requitenents ot 
G~neral Orde~ 156. 

He:::1hership is cc~posed ot 10_ utility representatives, 1 
C6anission s~atl, and 5 public =eabe~ not a!!il!at~d 
vith ~~e util!tie50~ ~~Q Co~ls9i6n. There i$ no 
e"t'ense reCthur!!~ent. 
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Thi3 MvJ.~ory cc::c::Ut.t.2. 1.:1 t!.."1l!.ll~ by cX\:-c;e:s in 
r.~co~~r ~C~~ author!:&d by ~~. ~i3~ion. 

T:ler-& are ot:!:..~ ).dV'~ok'''/ cc:::nit~a4d c;U::'_-ently authori::ed by t:!l. 
co~ssian ~hlch do alluJ 'or var!aQs l~vel~ at ~~ov~rf ot tao. 
~d 4XPen~~~. They are not sUbj6C: to tbis Rdsolut!on. 

El tgibU!tY. 

~o be eliqihle tor ~~n$e r~~urs~ent, an ~dvisbry c~tte~ 
~U3t be specit!C3~ly established by An order o! ~a co:=is~ion. 
S\l<!h 'an >'dvisorJ Coa::Jit"te~ ::ust be cute<! for t.'la e.xpr~sQd 
PUX7084 ot providinq specif.!c ~~~/l<!a t~ the resulateQ utili~/ or 
it!l ratepayer3 in an ortqoir.q ~ashion (lot suited to the 
conventional ratg c~se and testi:ony process ter adoption ot a 
public: poliel 'by t.h~ <:c::c.ission. The Advisory cot:m.1ttea J:nist:: 
have art onqoi.r\q role rat!1er t!latl a sirtql~ analytical roll1 \lhlc!1 
\/ould ba bet-:er ~ited by a :sinc;le ccnt.::'ac~ tor .consultant 
analy:ds and tast.il:1ony. To qualif1 tor:' t:e!..:.bu.::Se!:1ut, .>.dVisory 
COm2it't.ee ::ecllers 2:sUS't at!:end 5c.'l~d~e.d!:u~etirt~s ot t..'le >.dvisory 
Ccmalt~ee, COC?issicn ordare.Q vorkshops or tor=al h~arings 
dixec:tly related to tha ~d.visorJ c~=!.tt:ee/s C\it!~. 

It 1s lu~'l~~ recoa:ertded ~~at no participant ~ho is re~ursed 
lo~ participating in a sp~ci!ic C'oi::::tission prcc:eedincJ uncer 
~lic: Utili~!es Code (Cede) sections laOl - 1808 should b~ 
al10\led to include subseauent ser/ica on a result!rtq Advisory 
Cot!l:lit~ae in ~'le request· tor e~ense rei:!.hu.=s2.!ltmt. Any such 
inter/enor vho is appointed to an AdvisorJ C'ou=!ttee should only 
receive expense~ tor: Adviso~1 Co~lttee SarI ice. To be eleqible 
~or inte~/enor expense rei~u~se~ent vh!le lit!qating an AdVisory 
COl:l:Jit~ee: related issue, an .\d'lisorJ COr.l:1ittee ~e!:1be.r ~U$t 
vithdrav !=o~ co~ittee ~e~hership. Alter =es!qn!r.q, the to~er 
~dvisorl Co~it~ee ~e~er is e!!qihle to apply for tunding unde~ 
t..'le cocnissicn/s int~/encr e~~nsa re!~urseuenc standards. ~ 
~dvlsorl Co~ittee ~eche~ ~ay f!l~ tor inte~/er.or co~pensatio~ in 
unxe1ated proceeding vh!le s~!ll s~r/inq on an Adviso~1 
co~tteB and rec:eiv!nq ~~eir e~ense$. 

Standard o( Expen,e Bel~bY~5~~ 

'I'hc!l Coc.nission has .t..~e authority to set· its ovn l~vel ot. pay-=ent 
tor service on coaoittee~ in qeneral. There are svecilic: leqal 
guidelines tor State ~~ded co~it~ees, co~t~ee$'vhich in 
etfec~ are paid tor by ~'le state out ot its qene~al tunds. Most 
it not all ot ~~e Advlso~1 or Hanaqe~ent co~it~ee5 au~~orited by 
~e Co~i$gi¢n are discretiona~/, tunded by either spe~itla 
charges included in utility rates and coll~c:~eQ tro~ custo=ers or 
~'larged to ~~e stockholde~s o~ ~~e utilities. 

In establl~~!nq a Standard ot E~ensa Re~urs~ent thft 
co~ission should ccnsider L~e reasonable quideline~ available to 
it. ~ese include ~~A rules tor ~ocpensatinr. its ovn ecploya~~ 

Accounctng , rin3ncB Branch 
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~or b~in~1t relatad e.xpalU a1t {C<7Yt.rn:::l&nt Cod_ S~on 1.9820' . 
\U\de r vbic.!l. t!J a ~ P,:U:t::HUl t 6 t. P ~ onna.! >.d:::rlni 3 t--a ti01l (~ 1: 
-.II bbl.1 !lhed rul A3 and requla 1: io n:s pubL1..shctd on the C4.lU 
~~i~t--atiVa Code, ~~tle 2. Oiv13ion 1, ~ptar 3, ~-ic1. 21. 
Th. COl::1i!Suion bay .ll!!O C:~Zl!Iidar th .. rul4.Z1 tor stat:ltory 
authorited Advisory Boa..rds (G<r-Iarrme.nt Cod. S~-i()n ~6:'.'1. 
Hor-ullY the!!. Ad~~!Sorl BOard!s only ~e.r exp<mssa, but an 
~c:apt!c)n 1.s 4.l101lcl tor a per diCl:l s.a12!-r"J ot $100. In De<:.ia!on 
88-07-(1)", dated July 22, 1988 eta ~slon ~uthorLtad an . 
Q!(cept!onal ca;::c:U~t:e4! tor SoUl Dieqo G.\5 ~ E!ect:d,c COi:rp.a.ny, the 
~~rd $UC~ ZXc:ept1onal comni~~e~ authori2ed tor nucl~ 
deco~i!!sionL~~. Re!eren~a to~ S'.1ch. ta~ can be tound in th .. 
(ees artd per dlen typically paid to O\lbide members ot tb. .. Boar.! 
ot olrac~ors ot the regulated utility(ie.:s) vhi~ 2Ay b. attected 
by sua C:Om:Ut-tsas pertor:ti.n<1 ~bila..r duti~ • . 
The coco1~sion Adviso~ , ~~pl1ance Division's Accaunting , 
Finance Branc-~ h.a9 reV1eved. t.!:e }:o:!sihle intarb standard of 
~eJ\!Se aa!.::1.bu::::,se:ment and rec::)1=~en~ the adoptiort o:! the 
:(olloVinq: 

Adv!~orl cO)'mittees. . 
The Stanc!ard at t:xp~nse Reb.hu.rsellent tor Advuot"y 
COc=itt2G e~~rs tor at~~dic9 schedUl~d co~tteQ 
~eetinq~ or c~!ss!on o~ered vorkshop~ or to~ 
h~arinqs dire~lY relat~d to tha Advi~ory . 
eottOittee's dut!e!! shall be t~at reasonable 
e:cpens~s arerei.t:1bursed in accordance vit..~ OP). , 
~e~ations tor £x~pt £:?loy~es (GOvernn~nt ~ode ' 
section 19820). This expense rei.::hursellent shall 
be up-dated as se~ion 19320 ot the Gove~ent Coda 
is up-dat2d (ro~ t!~e to ~i~e. 

Unique Expenses, it autbor!~~d by ~~e cc~tssion at 
t...'le t~~ of iOr:Ja.tion ot t:.~e AdVisory COJ:tt1it~ee, 
~ay ba recovered tor such i~~5 as assistance to 
the disabled (Reade~s tor the siqht-inpaired, 
Signers tor ~'le hearinq-~paired, ~tc.) to the 
extent ~~at such co~lttee ~~ers provide a uniqtte 
or special contribu~ion to ~e Adviso~, co~lttee. 
Other.lise SUc..'l cost:.s a=6 t..~e person~l costs oC tho 
CObnittee Mecher. 

Heth9d o( tynding Advi~orv CC3Pitte~$~ 

The Advisory CotD:litte~s diScUssed above ~ust be the subject o( an 
O~der au~~o~itin<1 expanse re~u=se~ent. The-CACO reco==~d~ 
that L~Q public ~eohe~s ot ~~e Advisory Co~ittees should ba 
~ei~urs~d in ~'le lolloving fashion: 

t. C~t~ner Notitication Adviso~ co~itte~ -
Paci~ic a~ll: This Advisorl cocnittee should bo 
relcbursed by Pacitic aell. pacitlc 8~!1 should ba 

~ccountinq , rlnAnc:a Branc~ 
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allO\ied to ~aL"'\b.irt. A J:!;~ora.r.dl:!1 A~,aunt Artd s.alr;'. 
racoV-rt ot It;..s costs L-l appropri.Atra ~ta ~!I. or 
a~-=itiort p~c~~gs. 

2. ~tol:t8r KarX;'tinq 6v'ar.,ight AdVl:so;Yc!oma1~--. 
_ P~l(~it!c: Bel!: ';t1li.:c Mv~'ory CQ::l:l!ttee ahoulc1. b
rai::1hurs~d by ~ac:itic Bell".paci~lc B8l1 :shcuJ,d be 
allo\(edtd mairttaiit a. i1~drandul:l' ~l<::coUnt" and !leek' 
recoVt!rY;o~i~" c!o:sti L.,app~pr!U:a rata ~~. or 
att:.!:'i tion proc I!~d.tfigs. . . . 

J. Wo:ei\~ MinoritY Bu~!ne!ls trtt~~1S0:5).dvls6ry . 
Soard.: This ).dvisorJ <!eri:rltt:~a should b4 rei!:.hu:rsed 
by addinCJ.' thacos~o~ . t!lei\d~i:h)ry' cOm:Uttatl to .. 
thl\ cC)st..36t the cte.arL~ghou~4 \lhi~ Utl then 
allocated in total to participat:.!nqutl1!tie.s. 

The,~c!)r~c61d.'ends. t.."1at at SC)l:!,esUbsectu6nt t!::!e .t!l.~ c~s$lon 
should'reexa.un"Q t!1e pol!cJt~r cc:tpensating both, tllde XdvLs;6rY 
c~nmit;ees under ~is int~Fi=l Standard d~advuorl ~t;t~ti ' . 
£xalen~~ Re~Ursel:tu\t vith a: viev ~o e.st:.ablisbiilCJ a. Un!lL~ 
polie] tor all AdvisorJ co~itte~ cur:~ntly in existence or 
"'hicll may be. aut.!lorized 1. .. ,,\ t..~4 :lut~e. . 

rWQnu;s. . 
1. Xt is ~ea~onahle that publid ~ebbers ot co~isslon authorized 
}.dvl$o~J cotrili~ee$ receive a ta!~ e!qense ra!::iliurs~"!:u~nt tor 
their serVic~. . 

2, The tair Advisor'/ co~it.t.ee standardot Expense Reh1burse!lent 
shall be reasonable ~xp~nses as defined by t..'le cur::-ent c;oVenu:1ent 
c~des and Regulatiorts a~ dis~Jss~d earlier. 

3. Oisc!'etionary exc~ptions to t..'1e >'d·,isory Co=::i.tte"e standard ot 
EX?ertse Re~U=s~ent ~ay be gIant~d by ~e Coanission on a CA$e 
by case basis. 

4. Inter"l~rtors" reiebursed under Cede sections 1601. - la04 sho\l.ld 
only receive the Advi$O~J COC.:1it~ee S~al'\dard ot £xpense 
Re~UrSG=ent tor "any service on >.dvisory coc=ittee$. 

5. L=ployee~, o(ticer~ or agents ot requlattd pcblie utl1itle~ 
are not ~li9ible tor e~~nse r~~UiS~6nt, 

~. It is reasonable to re~ur$e ~'le pUblic ~e~ers o( L~e 
>'dvisot"'/" c()t:U:Sittee~ and to c.'1artje t..'le costs as r~coCJ:l,e.nded by the 
deo. 

1~XS ~RO£R£O. that' 
1. tt is teascnable t.'lat public D.t:1.bers ot eer...ain 
Advisorl Co~!t~e~s are ~e~ursed tor ~6i~ 
~cense~. 

~c~our.t~nq , Finance Br~"ch 
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Stale of Calirornia 

Memorandum 

Date: 

To: 

from: 

Fife No: 

Subject: 

August 6. 1997 

All Intetested Person; I / 

Wesley F(al'lklin,t;G'e~utive 
. California PubliC; Utilities 
Commission • 

SB 960 Implemenlation; GO 96 Reform 

Opm Working Session: E/~ilrOtlic NOlic~ and Access Tec/mical Group 

Introduction 

This memo announces the creation and first meeting of the Electrollic Notice Md Access 
Technical (ENAT) Group. The ENAT Group is o~n to all int~tested ~rsolls. The purpose of 
the ENAT Group is to provide technical input to the Commission on expJnding jnd hnpro\ling 
the Conunission's use of its Internet site in order to provide nOtke and jccess regarding filings 
and events in Commission pr\Xeedings. The ENAT GlOUp will jlso help formulJte procedures 
for testing and implementing (uture upgrades to the Commission's cap~bililies \\'ith respeclto 
communications (e~hnology. so thJt these upgr3des (among which I can foreseee!eclronic 
filing) ar~ accomplished smoothly and reliJbly. with minimal disruption and adequ:He notice to 
stakeholders. 

The first muting of the ENAT Group will be on September 10, 1997, from 1:30 p.m. to 
4:00 p.m. in a he.:uing room at 505 Van Ness A\·enue. San fr~ndsco. A tenl~ti\"e agenda for the 
meeting is auach\!d. 

To ensure IhJt we hJW adequate facilities and nlltuials for the meering. please indicate 
your intent to attend by letter or c-mail, nO later th~n WednesdJ}'. August 27 J 1997, addressed 
to: 
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AU Steven Kotz 
505 Van Ness Ave. 

San Francisco, CA 9-1102 

kot@(puc.ca.gov 

All utilities thaI maintain Intetnet sites • .nnd those consumer or other intervenor 
organizations that utilize the Internet, are asked to send representati ves to the meeting. AU 
other interested persons also afe invited to attend. White everyone is welcome. lam 
p.lrtituJ3dy anxious to have in il.ttendana individuals Who ate (a"miliar v,tith the technical 
problems of concern (0 the EN AT Group. 

Background 

EJecltonic communication via the Internet has greatly increased the speed and ease by 
which individuals cat. gel information. The Commission has fe~ogniled thltekct(oni~ 
communication should play 3n expanding rote in the Woly the Commission conducts its business. 
In pr.lctical terms, the Commission alre-oldy maintains its own ~h()me page," i.e., 3n Internet site 
(www.cpuc.ca.gov). providing ready acceSs to its Daily Calendar and to infom1ltion On tn3jO( 
proceedings such as electriC teslfucturing. 

Three recent developments Cre.lte an urgent need (or both 'he Commission Md persons 
affected by the Commission's activities to use the Internet mOre intensively. In particulu, the 
Internet has great potential for improving the way we provide (I) notice of such things as filings 
and Commission actions, and (2) access (0 public records related to the Commission's activities. 

Perhaps Ihe most widely· noted of the recenl developments is the e'.l:l.ctment of Senate BiU 
(58) 960. which requires nt\\· case management procedures and stringent timdiiles (or the 
Comrrussion to complete foemal prtXcedings that go 10 hearing. Use ot the Commission's 
Internet site will be integral to implemenlihg these procedures and timdines. 

There is also a general perception that Ihe COllunission needs (0 refine its process (or 
handling advice fetter filings, whose volume and lime-sensirivity Me increasing exp<mentiaJly as 
a resuIt of increased com~ti!ion in the energy ond telecommunkations industries. The 
Commission needs improved means for Hacking ad",'ke fetters, and customer5 need improved 
means for checking utility tMi(f rules to do comparison shopping and (0 be sure tha.l they know 
what they Me buying. 

Finally. (he Internet offers n way ro reduce the burdens of serving hMd copy of contpletc 
do<:umehts on extensive servke lists. Such use of the Internet doeS.flot require lowering nolice 
requirements or impeding access to documents in Commission pto<:cedings. In fact, notice and 
access via. the Internet can be much more timely, relative to traditional ser\'ice by mail, bur those 

2 
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traditional means of notice and Olccess can be retained (or persons who currently lack Inlernet 
access .• 

The Proposal 

The essence Of the proposal is that the Commission's Internet site. chieny the Daily - - . 
Calendat. woutd become the preferred starting point for anyone who \var'llS (0 find out what is 
happening in any given formal proceeding (applica.tion. complaint, investigation, rulemaking) or 
jnfonnal approval process (advice leller) at the Commission. The official service list for any 
formal proceeding would also be available at the COinnUssion's IrHtrnet slte.2 

A keyeuhar1cemtrtt to Ihe.<;ommission's Internet site that will be implemented as resources 
become available is [0 mafntainat the sitt a "docktlcMd." The docket caId would show. by 
proceeding or advice lener. tach dOcument tendered (or -filing at the Con\mlssion, t6gethet with 
directions (or ob[3inim~ that document (tom the filer. Where the filer has its Own Internet site, - -
and the document (ould be downloaded from th:lt site without charge, the Commission niles 
generJUy would excuse"the filer from serving hard copy Of th3t docurn~nt) except where 3 plcty 
had expressly requested such service. The Conunis.~ton'slnteinet site could inClude hypertext 
links that would en3ble a ~rson to go directly fromth31 site 10 the filer's site.3 

The Commission's Internet sire would also contain a public directory of all regulated 
entities and aClive pJIties in -Commission proceedings. E::!ch entry in the directorY would include 
address and telephone number. and (where applicable) FAX number. e-mail address, and Internet 
site. 

Gelling from Here 10 There 

The propos::!1 does not involve any nev.' electrOnic technology over the neJ.r-teml. 
However, it does involve coordination between the Comrnission and all the interested persons 
who will be filing and/or accessing documents under the proposal. 

The proposal is ambitious, sowe should try to identity problems in ad\'ance and establish 
an orderly process (ot implementing the proposal, with provision for training personnel and 
testing systems. 

1 For (umple,:I singt(-p.1St MIke o( 3\'aillbilil), (oulJ substitute", iJ(ly (oc seo-k( of (ompkte &"xum(nts, so 
Ions as the compkte doxumenl wouTJ ~ pto\'idtd promptly upon request. rn approprilte inslloces. 3:rral'l$tments 
could ~ m3& (or llle ((o(1lrt(te do..:umtnllo b.! s(rn~J 3:utom.1lic3I1y, bUl such sen-ice woufJ ~COO1e the (\(cplion 
Ulhtr th3n the (Uk Those pJrti(s using the Inl(((1(I, howe\-u, wouM be :lbtt to senJ aOO reech,t do..:umenl.s mOfe 
quickly, cht3ply. anJ possibly tdilNy, lh3ilthty do now throu$b use of rcgubr anJ (,\ptess m.1i1 dcli\-tr)', 

2 Pbns rot set\-jcc lisIJ\.1ilJbiTity 3:ll~ Commission's fntCfn<1 sitt 3(e Jlr(.1Jy l-<iog impkmeilled. 

) No!w ~rrli":.1lioM \\oulJ continue l" N- noti.:td lhrou~h bill instrts and noti..:cs of ;lvJibbililY 
- ) 
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I also believe that the ENAT Group could help us jn planning changes over (he mid- to 
long-tenn. Considering the rapid pa<:e of technological progress in electronic communiCations. 
we can expect many more upgrades. I envision the ENA T Group as ~ddressing these subjects, 
among others: identifying and prioritizing additional technical enhancements that ace currently 
available; estabHshing a process fot monitoring ne\\' developments: and assembling a trouble-
shooting team to handle ptoblems when they arise. . 

. I therefore schedule an open working session to discuss technical Mpects of this propOsal. 
The ENAT Groupwill address how t6 m~t the proposal atcatiry. within a reasonable period 
and wirh low ornoificrementalexpen$e (ot hardwartOr software. Commissiofi repreSentatives 
will make available at the session a mOre detailed list of goals and priorities. and of in-house 
ctipabililies. . · 
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Tentative Agenda for ENAT Group Me~ting 
(September 10. 1997) 

1:30 to ~:OO p.m.: General discussion of CPUC communications straregy" . 

2:00 to ~:30 p.m.: SpeCific discussion of deadlines for processing formal 
matters (SB 960) and informttl matters (advice letters) 

2:30 to ~:45 p.m.: Break 
". 

2:45 to 4:00 p.m.~ Discussion of specific technical issues for utiliti~s Or 
intervenors and the trUe, e.g., links between utility Of 
intervenor web pages and CpUC web pagej availability of 
CIS in(orin:i1i6n ro the outside world; managing upgrades 
(plan/test/publicize) . 

(END OF APPENDIX E) 


